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ConTriBuTing To BirTHingS 

The strength of Birthings is all the thought provoking, inspiring and challenging writing 
from members of our community.  To ensure that the magazine is balanced, responsive 
to our audience’s interests and needs, and reflects the priorities of HAS, we have 
developed a set of contribution guidelines. We also work with an editorial board, 
selected by the HAS executive, to reflect the range of people in our community. 
The editorial board members are maggie lecky-Thompson, Adrienne Abulhawa, 
Jo Hunter and  Virginia maddock. The role of the editorial board is outlined in the 
guidelines below. 

ConTriBuTion guidElinES 

Here are some guidelines for how to write your story, and what happens once you 
have submitted it for our consideration. 

WHAT To SuBmiT Submissions are sought on the theme of the issue as stated on 
the back cover of the previous issue. your response to the theme may be in  
a range of formats: poetry, opinion, artistic, personal or factual. 

We also welcome birth stories from members. your birth story is a special part 
of your family’s journey and the story of homebirth in Sydney. it is also a great gift 
to share with other parents, especially those preparing for the birth of their own 
babies. 

other submissions apart from those outlined above are also very welcome, 
though we may not always be able to publish them, as we often receive more 
submissions than we have space to print. We will get back to you as soon as 
possible with a response and discuss the possibilities. if you have an idea for  
a submission that you would like to discuss before writing fully, please feel free to 
send us an email with an outline. We love a good idea! 

STylE your submission should be written in your own style. you do not need to be 
a professional writer or have a poetic style to give a moving and interesting account 
of your own experience. 

your submitted writing should be all your own work – you must not borrow  
or copy words written by someone else, unless they are attributed quotes of  
a reasonable length. 

lEngTH please write your story in the amount of words you think you need. 
As a guideline, most birth stories work best when they are under 1200 words. 
Submissions on the theme should be under 1800 words. 

We may edit for length and style and so may cut your story to ensure it is 
appropriate for use in BirTHingS. 

EdiTing your story will be checked by our team of editors. The intention is to 
retain your voice, while ensuring that grammar, spelling and other style issues are 
correct and of a high quality. your story may also be cut for length (see above). 

your story may not defame any person. if the editorial team is concerned that an 
issue of defamation may exist, we may decline to publish your work or require the 
defamatory material to be removed prior to publication. 

if any major editing is recommended by our editors, we will contact you for 
permission and return a copy of the edited material for your approval. if our 
standard editing procedure is applied, we will not send it for your approval. 

piCTurES We encourage you to submit some high-resolution digital images 
with your story, especially with birth stories. please no more than 6-8 photos 
per story, otherwise they will be lose impact due to reduction of size to fit 
them in.

TErmS of uSE please note that by submitting your story to Birthings you 
warrant that the content is not confidential and that you have the right to offer 
it for publication. you also agree that you grant Birthings the copyright permission 
for the purposes of publication in this magazine and on the Homebirth Access Sydney 
website. 

EdiToriAl BoArd All stories will be put before the editorial board before 
publication. The board’s duties include: 

•  Reviewing copy to ensure it reflects the priorities of HAS and the interests and 
needs of it’s members and the community, 

• Supporting the editors to make editorial decisions, 
• providing a guide for the future direction of the magazine. 

proCEdurES please provide your story as a microsoft Word or equivalent 
document attached to an email and send to Jacqueline Cooke at: 
editor@homebirthsydney.org.au 

You will be notified immediately of receipt and contacted before publication. There 
is often more material than we can publish submitted for each issue of Birthings. if 
your story cannot be published due to space limitations we will contact you. in 
some cases we will ask your permission to hold a story over for a future issue. 

Thank you so much for considering a contribution to Birthings. your 
experiences and insights are what makes the magazine so rich and interesting, and 
such a valuable resource for the homebirth community.
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Well, hello! Thank you all for having me as your new editor; i’m so 
excited! A bit about me is in order, i suppose.
i’m a mum to two beautiful children, Sebastian (3) and Adalita (1). 
Sebastian was born on mothers’ day by “semi-elective Caesarian”, 
and Adalita was born blissfully at home, half a metre from where she 
was conceived. i wrote about Adalita’s birth in the HBAC issue of 
Birthings, so i won’t go through that story again (although no doubt 
i’ll refer to it again and again in this and future editorials). Sebastian’s 
birth was not what i wanted it to be, but it led me to something 
incredible: homebirth. And i’m hooked. on homebirth, birth of any 
kind, pregnancy, talking about babies and poo and eating habits and all 
of those things. But really i’m hooked on supporting women to have 
the birth they want. for us here at Birthings, that obviously means 
homebirth. 
How did I first ‘get into’ homebirth? My husband and I did the 
Calmbirth course here in Canberra, and during the first session we 
all introduced ourselves, how far along we were in our pregnancies, 
and where we were planning to have our baby. There were six couples 
apart from us doing the course, and there was a pretty good mix of 
the various birthing options in Canberra: private hospital (us (please 
try not to roll your eyes like i do now!)), public hospitals and the 
Birth Centre. 
But there was one couple who announced that they were in the 
middle of preparing their nest to birth at home. Cue audible intake 
of air from the rest of us. Was she mad? did she not actually want to 
have a baby, since she was risking the baby’s life and her life by birthing 
at home? As it turned out, our instructor had also birthed at home, 
including switching her care provider from an obstetrician very late 
in her first pregnancy. And she’d birthed breech babies, too! Looking 
back now, i think that this was probably the start of my eyes opening.
Sebastian was born, and i was a bit disappointed about the Caesarian. 
But hey: healthy baby, healthy mummy; everyone’s happy, right? i 
thought so, until my good friend Sarah (yep, the homebirther from 
Calmbirth!) suggested that we go to see a showing of an Australian 
film called The Face of Birth at Parliament House one night. So we 
did. And we wept. And I pounced on the filmmaker immediately 
afterwards and told her how important her film was to me. In that 
short period of time watching the film, I had realised how vital choice 
and support are to women. Whether we want to elect to have a 
Caesarian, or whether we want to birth in our bathtub at home, or 
anything in between, we all deserve to be able to make that choice, 
and to have the right support mechanisms and people around us to 
help make that happen. 
So when i became pregnant with Adalita, i wanted to choose to birth 
naturally, with minimal (preferably no) medical interventions. But there 
was still part of me that wanted to birth in what i perceived as the 
safety of a hospital. Around to all of the hospital tours we went. it was 
clear that none of them would be able to promise to absolutely leave 
me alone to birth the way i wanted to, and the Birth Centre wouldn’t 
accept me as a VBAC. So we spoke to Sarah’s midwife rachele 
meredith. And it felt right. Straight away, no hesitation. my husband 
went from being worried about even the thought of a homebirth 
to wanting to sign up straight away after our initial chat with our 
midwife. 
And there it was! i felt supported in the choice i’d made. i felt secure 
and safe and i knew that with my husband and midwife with me, i 
could push a baby out of my vagina. And if something went awry, i 
could always go to the hospital. Choice and support: absolutely right 
and absolutely empowering. 
Having “Supporting Homebirth” for my first issue as editor therefore 
feels totally right, too.
When I started thinking about what to write in this editorial, I first 
thought about all of the barriers that we face when we first think 
we might want to birth at home. Winning our partner over to our 
way of thinking; finding the right midwife (or for some us, finding any 
midwife!); dealing with whether to tell friends and family who may 
judge our decision; doctors, hospitals and obstetricians who think 
we’re being foolish; and sometimes even internet ‘trolls’ who think it’s 
their right to tell us their thoughts. faced with any of those, we might 
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think support is a distant dream. 
But then when i thought about the support that is out there, i was 
so heartened. Some of these will be covered in this issue, but really 
there isn’t space to talk about them all! i thought i’d list some of 
the supports that i thought of; perhaps you can think of even more. 
perhaps you’re currently pregnant and looking for support, and this 
list might help you. 
There are the obvious: midwives; partners; doulas; family; friends; 
hospital homebirth programs; some doctors. There are the 
educational: yoga; hypnobirth; Calmbirth; birth workshops; and 
videos, films and documentaries. The homebirth community is also an 
incredible support mechanism! This magazine; facebook homebirth 
groups; websites; blogs; conferences like the Homebirth Australia 
Conference that i was so excited to attend this year with Sarah; and 
even random encounters with people in your life who have birthed 
at home and are glad to find another ‘fringe-dweller’ with whom to 
unashamedly and unworriedly gush about our experiences. i have 
found homebirthers to be incredibly generous with their time and 
their knowledge, and even with their money. i have seen several 
instances where a facebook community has crowd-sourced funds to 
help a mum-to-be to achieve the homebirth she is dreaming of. That’s 
pretty special, I think. You don’t find support like that in many areas of 
our lives.
preparing our minds and our birth spaces for homebirth is also 
important. rituals like Blessingways, religious and spiritual beliefs 
can be amazing supports for us. Prayer flags or affirmations can 
help support us through our birth in ways we never knew would 
be possible. i know that for me, as you will read in the article about 
Blessingways, the support i was gifted by such incredible women was 
crucial in my journey to birth Adalita. 
There is one other support that is important, too, and it is a very 
difficult one for many of us to engage with. I would go so far as to say 
that it is one that, in an ideal world, none of us would have to engage 
with. That is political support, or the lack thereof, for homebirth. 
many of you have been involved in the homebirth world for many 
many years (many more than me), and are all too familiar with the 
barriers that homebirth has faced through the years. The protests 
and struggles that bound you all together to support homebirth for 
yourselves, and for women who have yet to realise that homebirth 
is what they want for them and their babies, may have seemed to be 
over, but they are just beginning again.
in this issue i have included two big articles that address this issue 
of political support. The public indemnity insurance exemption that 
midwives have had for the past several years is due to run out again in 
mid-2015. After that, unless Australia’s federal and/or state politicians 
take action to support homebirth, we will find ourselves in a situation 
where legal homebirth is basically impossible. political action is not for 
everyone, of course, but there may come a time when we all need to 
get out the old bedsheets and the big thick textas and write a pithy 
slogan to carry down the road in support of our right to choose 
the birth we want and to demand our politicians support us in that 
choice. i urge you to think about these issues, and about what can be 
done. i’d love to hear your thoughts on this (or on anything!) on our 
letters page. 
Our next issue is on ‘Homebirth siblings’ – if you would like to submit 
a piece, please do! deadline is 1 november 2014.
So, thank you for embracing me in your community, and for the 
opportunity to be your new editor. i can only aspire to do as good a 
job as the beautiful kirrilee Heartman did! please feel free to contact 
me at any time at editor@homebirthsydney.org.au. 
for those of you awaiting an imminent arrival, i wish you all a beautiful 
homebirth, and i can’t wait to hear all about them and see those 
beautiful faces and gorgeous chubby arms and legs!

Jacqueline Cooke

Coordinator’s
Report
‘Supporting homebirth’ is something i have done a bit of in the last 
few years. After having my first baby at home over 5 ½ years ago, I 
couldn’t wait to volunteer for HAS and give back to the homebirth 
community one of the only valuable commodities i could attempt 
to manage with a newborn – my time. i took over the memberships 
Coordinator position at a time when the membership database was 
transitioning from on paper to online, which meant many hours of 
data entry and a steep learning curve for someone who has never had 
an office job in her life… mostly while balancing a baby on my breast, 
or somewhere on my body as he slept! i eventually swapped the 
memberships role for the Birthings editor role for over 2 years, and 
then the Coordinator’s position.
from the beginning of motherhood i loved attending our local 
homebirth support group and made the lovely women i met there 
my peer group, so that i never had to deal with what i hear can be 
a very  competitive and bitchy world of the mainstream mother’s 
group. i have now been hosting that group at my house for a few 
years and feel honoured to call my fellow homebirthing women my 
closest friends. i urge all homebirth mums and mums-to-be to join a 
homebirth group – you will feel like homebirth and gentle parenting 
are normal instead of feeling like a fringe dweller. local listings are on 
the Events page on the HAS website, and in the back of Birthings! 
over these years i have attended numerous protest rallies in support 
of homebirth – the first being the 2009 “Mother of All Rallies’ in 
Canberra when my son was about 7 months old, which saw thousands 
of women, men and children travel from all over Australia to protest 
the impending illegality of homebirth midwifery in the pouring rain 
- even my husband took part! i also spoke at a rally out the front of 
the then Minister for Women, Tanya Plibersek’s office in Surry Hills. 
in 2011 i organised a protest at the Australian College of midwives 
Agm when they had a less than homebirth friendly president approve 
a draft homebirth position statement which would have seen women 
with any risk (such as VBAC etc) be unable to legally have a midwife 
attend her during birth. my second son was only 3 weeks old at 
the time. fortunately the 100 or so passionate women and children 
(and 1 man!) who attended, shouted loudly and spoke eloquently, led 
to a rewrite of the homebirth position statement to reverse these 
restrictive exclusions. yay for consumer power! 
The exemption for the requirement of independent midwives to hold 
professional indemnity insurance for home birth has been extended 
twice – the latest date is for July 1st 2015, and as the time draws 
dangerously near for women conceiving and due after July who need 
to know if they can legally have a midwife attend their births at home, 
the pressure is on to have answers. from the rumours i hear, it may 
be that an insurance product for midwives is provided but with 
restrictions imposed by the insurance companies to exclude women 
with any risk such as VBAC, high Bmi, twins, breeches, post dates 
etc. This will mean that insurance companies will effectively dictate 
midwifery practice and leave many women with little choice but 
to birth in what can be a hostile hospital environment (particularly 
with any risk factors if you want to avoid interventions), or birthing 
without a midwife. We shall see… 
from what i hear the meetings with insurance companies and the 
relevant stakeholders have been nothing more than a token gesture, 
with little regard for the choices of women and the livelihoods of 
midwives. i am really wanting to protest in a big way to mitigate these 
decisions but with nothing set in stone, it is hard to know if and what 
to protest about… 
By the time this issue is out, we may know. And if it is not positive, 
then let’s raise a ruckus for women’s rights to choose a safe, midwife-
attended birth at home, regardless of if she has had a caesarean, if 
she’s too heavy or if she goes past 42 weeks (etc)! 

on to more local matters…
Since the last issue we have had some changes to our volunteer 
positions. firstly a very warm welcome to our new editor Jacqueline 
Cooke who has taken over the reins from kirrilee Heartmann. 
We look forward to your fresh outlook and a new flavour to the 
magazine. 
due to other work commitments, Scarlett macnamara can no longer 
continue with being the Advertising Coordinator so Serene Johnson 
is leaving her memberships post and will be taking over advertising. 
We ask that our advertisers be patient with us as she learns the 
ropes and gets things up to speed after what has been a turbulent 
year for this position. if you have a relevant business which you would 
like to advertise to other home birthing families while supporting 
our organisation, please get in contact with Serene via advertising@
homebirthsydney.org.au. Taking over memberships will be nadine 
fragosa, who up till now has been our Secretary. members and 
midwives, we hope you are also patient with nadine as she learns 
this new role. direct your membership enquiries to member@
homebirthsydney.org.au. And finally, stepping in to fill the Secretary 
void will be Amantha McGuinness. Thanks to all 3 of you for shuffling 
around to accommodate these important and much needed roles 
within the organisation. 
on September 20 we are hosting the premiere of the much awaited 
‘Microbirth’ film, to be held at Govindas Cinema and Restaurant. We 
will be having two choices of film only, or dinner included. If the boom 
in early ticket sales are anything to go by, it may be sold out by the 
time you get the mag (if you get this before the date). But if you’re 
keen to come, please get in contact with our Events and fundraising 
Coordinator Janine o’Brien to see if there are any tickets left – only 
60 seats are available! HAS will be having a merchandise stall so if 
you are coming, bring some extra cash to spend on our vast array of 
Birthings past issues, books, dVds, clothing etc. more info on the ad 
on page 7.
The last week of october is Homebirth Awareness Week. Some 
members may remember that last year we were planning to hold 
our annual picnic to coincide with this time, and were going to team 
up with the Blue mountains Homebirth group and have it up in 
Hazelbrook. And then the area was hit by wide spread and horrific 
bush fires so it had to be cancelled. I have no details yet as for this 
year’s plans, but we will post details on the HAS facebook page as 
soon as they become available. 

~Virginia Maddock

 
Please send us a letter for next issue  

so we can print it here! 

Letters to the editor
To encourage readers to write in, we now 
have a prize each issue for the best letter. 

This issues prize is an one year subscription 
to the Birthings Magazine!

Send your letters to:  
editor@homebirthsydney.org.au
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 Birth    Announcements

Darcy Penrose
on Friday 11 July, kath, kees and big 
sister liv welcomed to the world daughter 
and sister, darcy. our sweet darcy was 
water-born at home at 42+4 after a longer 
and harder labour than her 3 year old 
sister’s homebirth! The two-hour second 
stage was particularly hard-work! kathryn 
was once again fortunate to have the 
wonderful support of midwife/love-heart 
Sonja. kath’s mum diane supported 3yo liv 
during the labour and kath’s sister kris was 
photographer/videographer extraordinaire. 
grandparents papa, oma and opa have 
blessed us with lots of support since, we are 
so lucky!

Juliette Annie Kelshaw
Elise and Jeremy are thrilled to announce 
the birth of Juliette Annie kelshaw! We 
welcomed our precious second daughter 
and sister to leila into our family on the 1st 
April 2014. After a wonderful 2.5hr labour 
she was born into water in our home in 
the Blue mountains at 2.28am. 3.8kg, 54cm 
long and absolutely beautiful. Thank you to 
the wonderful Jo Hunter who supported us 
through this pregnancy and birth in exactly 
the way we needed.

We give thanks to god for the birth of 
beautiful Lara Evangeline Bradford 
born 3rd June 2014 at home into the 
water, after a brisk 3am walk. Caught 
by mum and welcomed by dad and big 
brothers William and Harvey. Weighing 
3.82kg and 57cm long! We are amazed 
at the miracle of life. much thanks to 
wonderful midwife Jo and doula romany.

our gorgeous little girl Winter Lou 
Wilson was born 23 June 2014 at 
7.14pm, 8lb2oz (3.7kg). in the company 
of my loving mother maree Wise and our 
wonderful midwide Jo Hunter we had a 
successful transfer resulting in an awesome 
natural birth. 
A huge thank you to Jo for being a rock and 
support through this amazing journey. you 
are one in a million, the experience wouldn’t 
have been as magical without you!
lots and lots of love megan mcmillan-Wise 
and mark Wilson x x

Send your
birth announcements
with a photograph to

editor@homebirthsydney.org.au

Jonathan and Sarah are thrilled to announce 
the birth of Beatrix Meredith-May 
Meisner, born at home, on 8 June 2014, 
at 8.38am. Trixie’s birth brings a sister to finn 
and Edie, who were thrilled to walk upstairs 
to find their new sibling had arrived. Thank 
you so much to our wonderful midwife, Tanya 
Munten, who knew Sarah would find a way to 
bring Trixie into the world and told her so!!! 
Thank you also to our lovely doula, Emma 
myers, who gently supported both of us 
through the night. 

Welcome Isaac Levi Grima born on 18 
June 2014 at 12.41pm and weighed 3.94 
kgs (8.6 lbs) and was 54cm long.
it was a beautiful perfect water birth in the 
comfort of our lounge room. proud parents 
are philip & Heather with sibling 2 year old 
Arielle.
Thanks to god for a smooth delivery & our 
kind & positive midwife who always believed 
in me to do this without a hitch, Jo Hunter.
He is a very relaxed baby and a joy for all of 
us.

lily, along with her parents, lou and daniel 
take great pride in introducing Daisy 
Coralice Beatrix Bartley who swam 
into the world, peacefully and calmly in our 
bedroom after a 36 hour latent period and 
3 hours active stage on Saturday 23rd 
August, 2014 at 8:30pm. our HBAC baby 
who has given us healing and joy. We thank 
our midwife, Jo Hunter, with all our hearts, 
as she trusted daisy’s mummy’s body and 
gave us the space to birth a very special and 
uninhibited way. The most transcendental and 
ecstatic moment of our lives. 

introducing our precious daughter Arlie 
Atley Hanson, born on Friday 15th 
August 2014 at 11.09pm. She was 
delivered by mum liss in the birthing pool 
at home, with the help of dad Scott, midwife 
Hazel, Aunty Steph and uncle matt (with 
night-watch man big brother Jackoby). 
She was 2.9kg and 48cm. Big sister lillith 
and big brother Jackoby are tickled pink 
by her arrival. finally, we did it, our home 
birth! Scott and i wish to thank our birth 
team, especially Hazel, for all their support, 
encouragement, strength and confidence in 
us. i especially want to thank my rock, my 
Scott, for helping me in all facets on our 
home birth journey to overcome adversity 
and negativity. our daughter Arlie is one of 
our most precious gifts from god, and we 
are truly grateful for her presence in our 
lives.

Noah Luna Niass 
Born at home in water on the 5th of June 
2014
Weighing 3250g
We love you our moon baby! 

Microbirth film premiere screening which will 
raise desperately needed funds for HAS:

Saturday September 20  

Govindas Restaurant and Cinema in Darlinghurst

Doors open at 2pm with our exciting 
guest speaker Hannah Dahlen.

Film to commence at 3pm  
 

Tickets for film screening only, are $25.

Or if you would like to stay on for a delicious 
vegetarian dinner (to conclude at 6.30pm) 

- tickets will be $50 inclusive.

HAS will also have some of our 
awesome merchandise to sell.

For ticket sales and enquiries please contact our 
wonderful Events and Fundraising Coordinator,  

 
Janine O’Brien: janine@ibirth.com.au or 0422 969 961

Watch the film trailer here: 
 http://www.oneworldbirth.net/microbirth/
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When did you join HAS?
my midwife signed me up in early 2013, when i was pregnant with my daughter Adalita.

Who is in your family?
me, my husband Alex, son Sebastian (3) and Adalita (1).

What did you do before children?
i’ve been a public servant in Canberra since 2004, working in a number of different 
departments on a whole range of interesting public policy areas. no, really. it is actually 
interesting! And we do actually do work!

What have you done since children?
i had almost a year on maternity leave with Sebastian, then went back to work part time, then 
full time. i fell pregnant with Adalita in november 2013, and was born at home on 25 August 
2014. i’ve been on maternity leave since then, but i’m returning to work part time in mid-
September this year. i’ve also taken on the role of Editor of Birthings! it’s a huge role, and one i 
hope i can do as well as the wonderful kirrilee Heartman did!

Why Homebirth?
Sebastian was a “semi-elective Caesarian” at a private hospital. following his birth i became 
very friendly with a homebirther who i met through the Calmbirth course that we did. one 
night we went to see “The face of Birth” at a screening at parliament House, and it really 
got me thinking. i wasn’t even pregnant yet, but i was determined that a second child would 
have a different birth. When i fell pregnant i was hoping to birth in Canberra’s Birth Centre, 
but they advised that they don’t accept VBACs. disappointed, we spoke to all of the other 
hospitals in and around Canberra, and none of them would “let” me birth the way that i 
wanted to: intervention-free and in the water. As it turns out, i didn’t birth Adalita in water, but 
my homebirthing friend put me onto our midwife. My husband was sceptical at first, but after 
meeting her, we decided immediately to go ahead! fast-forward to six months later and Adalita 
was born the way i wanted: at home, surrounded by love. i’m now passionate about birth 
choices for women, and about homebirth in particular.

Committee 
Member 

Profile 
 

New and Renewed 
Members

HAS would like to thank the following 
new and renewed Members for their 

support:

Amalia Rawson
Jolene Azzopardi
Sheryl Sidery
Zarrina Willaims
Heather Sassine
Clare Manson
Danielle Minogue
Louisa Forrest
Vanessa Kret
Peta Pembroke
Megan Chatterton
Venetia Napoli
Berangere Garcia
Carolyn Casali
Ange Milthorpe
Sarah Johnson
Britt Louwrens
Bec Gorman
Amy Gallagher
Rachel Davies
Danielle van den Eynden
Kristel Risteski
Stephanie Lymbery
Melissa Miller
Robyn Stephenson
Debra Duncan
Jane Eager
Alison Rafter
Kira Waetford
Meredith Kershaw
Kym Beaton
Nicole Jago
Amina Aazedine
Belinda Dew
Shari Bonnette
Szabina Mizsei
Ozlem Yildirim
Amanda Langdon
Mignon Baricevic
Catherine Mount
Samantha Farrugia
Ariadne Smith
Akua Retierrez
Tarryn Priestly
Brooke Glew
Lou Ryan
Svenja Petry
Mary Fok
Clare Harrison
Rachael McDougall
Zoe Ross

Jacqueline Cooke:
Membership Coordinator

Membership 
For new memberships or renewals 

please go to  
www.homebirthsydney.org.au  
and click on ‘memberships’.

2014 workshops
Pregnancy – The Inner Journey Workshop
Wednesday 5th February – Friday 7th February 2014
Venue: Southern Highlands, NSW
9:30am – 5pm daily

Moonsong Workshop
Saturday February 8th – Sunday February 9th 2014 
Venue: Southern Highlands, NSW, 2576
9:30am – 5pm daily

Pregnancy – The Inner Journey Workshop
Wednesday May 14th - Friday May 16th 2014
Venue: Melbourne TBA
9:30am – 5pm daily

Moonsong Workshop
Saturday May 17th – Sunday May 18th 2014 
Venue: Melbourne TBA
9:30am – 5pm daily

Pregnancy – The Inner Journey Workshop
Wednesday October 1st  – Friday October 3rd 2014
Venue: Southern Highlands, NSW
9:30am – 5pm daily

Moonsong Workshop
Saturday October 4th – Sunday October 5th 2014
Venue: Southern Highlands, NSW
9:30am – 5pm daily

Women’s Vision Quest
November 4th – 10th 2014
TBA

Connecting With The Shamanic Dimensions of 
Pregnancy
One day workshop throughout the year in various places!
930-5

Workshops with 
Jane Hardwicke Collings Midwife, Author of Ten Moons - the Inner Journey of Pregnancy

Exploring , Honouring , Celebrating & 
Healing Our Sacred Feminine Path

Moonsong 

is a two day workshop for women from menarche 
onward, sitting together in a circle, reconnecting with 
feminine knowledge and remembering the wisdom 
of the cycles. Using the circle and the ever repeating 
cycle of menstruation, moon phases, life and Earth 
seasons, participants reconnect to a wisdom and 
inner knowing that forms the basis of the experience 
of being female. Practical information and creative 
and transformational processes over the weekend 
reconnect us to our inner wisdom and the magic that 
is the essence of female-ness - the blood mysteries, 
the spiritual practice of menstruation, the rites of 
passage of the menarche, childbirth, and menopause. 
Each woman receives a copy of Herstory, Thirteen 
Moons and Spinning Wheels.

Pregnancy – The Inner 
Journey 

is a three day workshop for women - pregnant, 
planning to be pregnant, midwives and doulas. 
Using ritual and art to compliment information 
sharing we delve into understanding our fears and 
why we think and act the way we do. We explore 
the inner journey of pregnancy and come to know 
ourselves more fully through this process, preparing 
for birth and mothering from our most in-tune and 
empowered centre. We look deeply at the sexuality 
and spirituality of pregnancy, birth and mothering, 
learning meditation, tools for labour and beautiful 
rituals to perform to honour pregnancy, birth and 
mothering. We invoke the ancient Birth Goddesses as 
our foremothers did, for their guidance, nurturance, 
protection and support. We do what women have 
been doing together longer than we haven’t – sit 
together in support of each other sharing our innate 
wisdom focussing on the beauty and strength of 
Mother. Each woman receives a copy of Ten Moons.

Connecting With The 
Shamanic Dimensions of  
Pregnancy  
One day workshop.
One day workshop for women - pregnant, planning 
to be or Birth Workers. Pregnancy is a portal into 
the sacred, spiritual and shamanic dimensions of 
womanhood. Using shamanic processes and ritual 
we will access information, insights, life lessons and 
healing. We will address and  let go of fears, up date 
our belief systems, connect with our baby inside, 
soulbaby or Inner Goddess and establish our Birth 
Temple in preparation for our birth.

Contact me janecollings@bigpond.com if you 
would like to receive my seasonal newsletter.

To book for a workshop 
or for further information 
email: bookings@moonsong.com.au

x
x
x
x
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prenatal yoga has become 
increasingly popular over the last 
few years and is chosen by many 
women as an effective way to 
prepare for birth, as well as for the 
early years of mothering.  Attending 
prenatal yoga classes does not, 
of course, guarantee a normal 
physiological birth. it does however, 
help women to acquire a state of 
equilibrium, acceptance, focus and 
the skills to enable them to cope 
with labour however it unfolds.

Some women are looking for 
ways of reducing stress during 
pregnancy (recent uk studies 
have shown prenatal yoga to do this well), some want to strengthen 
and stretch their bodies, whilst others are looking for effective 
labour tools.  prenatal yoga encompasses all these and more!

As yoga teachers we take a holistic approach and do not just focus 
on physical postures to prepare for labour but on all aspects of birth 
preparation by following the 5 koshas or energetic layers-  (Annamaya, 
pranamaya, manomaya, Vigyananomaya and Ananandamaya).  Simply 
put they represent the physical, the breath, the mental, connection 
to one’s higher self, a higher power and/or other women or 
community. We are preparing the body, mind and spirit for what 
will likely be the transformational experience of birthing a baby. 

A typical class might include, therefore, breath awareness and 
sound work, postures to both strengthen and open the body 
for an Active Birth, relaxation, meditation, visualisations and 
affirmations, plus movements and positions for labour.

meditation plays a vital role in maintaining equilibrium during 
pregnancy and a sense of focus and calmness during labour.  
mindfulness practices (such as sitting quietly) are used during the 
yoga, and also encouraged for everyday life. Women learn to be 
aware of their breath, sounds around them, sensations in their bodies, 
sights, even smells.  Then they progress to understanding the idea of 

Prenatal Yoga for  
Birth Preparation                                                                             

being an observer or witness 
to what is going on in their 
bodies and, therefore, have 
the opportunity to choose a 
response rather than “reacting” 
to a challenging situation such as 
contractions or a crying baby.

The relaxation part of the class 
is vital and should be a minimum 
of 15 minutes to allow the 
relaxation response to kick in.  
during this part of the class 
women can experience a deep 
sense of “letting go” and practise 
visualisation coupled with 
either their own affirmation 
or resolve (sankalpa) or one 
from the theme of the class.

The underlying message throughout the classes is one 
of empowerment, strength, trust in the body’s ability to 
birth, surrender to the power of labour and birth and the 
importance of being fully informed about birth choices.

We aim to help women increase awareness of their 
bodies, to be able to connect with their inner knowing and 
wisdom and to be able to stay present and focused.

Attending prenatal yoga classes during pregnancy enables 
women to build confidence in their ability to birth no matter 
how or where they choose to do this. As a well-known yogi 
said “you can’t stop the waves, but you can learn to surf”.  

prenatal yoga teaches women to surf the waves of 
labour - however rough the waves may be.

Julia Willoughby is a pre and post natal yoga teacher and Childbirth 
Educator.  She runs Yoga for Birth and Beyond in Canberra. 
www.yogaforbirthandbeyond.com.au

CranioSacral Therapy/Visceral Manipulation
Is your Connective Tissue holding Trauma?

Are you carrying trauma in your uterine tissue due to miscarriage, abortion or surgery?
Is that trauma preventing you from falling pregnant or is it affecting your pregnancy?

Are you holding trauma in your uterus or pelvic tissue 
from previous stillbirth or instrumental birth?

Are you aiming for optimal conception and an essentially natural 
birth process with optimally aligned pelvic structures along with a 

symmetrical pelvic floor and flexible uterine ligaments?
Is your newborn baby holding trauma or tension patterns in its system due to 
restricted movements in utero, the birth process or due to instrumental birth? 

Consider CranioSacral Therapy, a light touch, non-invasive, Manual Therapy 
(derived from osteopathy) to locate and release trauma out of connective tissue.

For further information visit  
www.ashfieldphysio.com.au  
or call Kristiane Heidrich on 
0405 501 012 or 9798 6115

In infants the following symptoms
may be avoided or reduced:

 
Colic, Reflux

Abnormal Muscle Tone
Seizures

Strabismus, Nystagmus 
Cerebral Palsy, Erb’s Palsy

Substance Abuse related Syndromes
Nursing Difficulties

by Julia Willoughby
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A lot of changes have occurred in Australian midwifery over the 
last few years, and i think many midwives and women are unsure 
or confused by them. i am going to attempt to make a clear and 
coherent summary of the changes, and discuss the impact of them 
now, and in the future for midwifery and homebirth. There are 
going to be a lot of acronyms in this post which may be new to 
some and familiar to others. So here is a glossary before i begin:

ACm - Australian College of midwives

AHprA - Australian Health practitioner regulation Authority

AmA - Australian medical Association

AnmC - Australian nursing and midwifery Council

iCm - international Confederation of midwives

nmBA - nursing and midwifery Board of Australia

pii - professional indemnity insurance

ppm - privately practising midwife

rAnZCog - royal Australian and new Zealand 
College of obstetricians and gynaecologists

Before AHPRA and PII (pre-2010)

The following is an overview of how ppms worked based 
on myself and other midwives i know. i realise there will 
be some variation across individual midwives...

Before AHprA ppms were regulated in the same way as any other 
midwife - at the time this was by AnmC. They collaborated with 
gps, hospitals and other health care practitioners, referring and 
transferring care when needed. The ACm's 'consultation and referral 
guidelines' were freely available online which meant women could 
access them, and they formed the basis of discussions around scope 
of practice and consultation/referral. if a woman transferred to 
hospital during labour the ppm could no longer act as a 'midwife' 
- instead handing over the professional role and responsibility 
to the hospital midwife. This allowed the ppm to focus on the 
woman's emotional, physical and advocacy needs rather than on 
the needs of the institution. Hospital midwives are well placed to 
work within their environment - they know how to deal with the 
obstetricians, equipment, medications, policies and paperwork. There 
was no indemnity insurance available for ppms (since 2001) - 
so they worked without it. ppms were employed directly by 
women and worked directly for women. The above factors were 
discussed and stated in a signed mother-midwife contract. 

meanwhile consumer groups such as maternity Coalition and the 
ACm were pushing for medicare funding for ppms. i supported this, 
and still believe that the health care system should fund homebirth, 
and that all women should have access to ppms regardless of their 
financial situation. There was/is also a government commitment to 
increasing access to continuity of care for all Australian women.

in 2009 AHprA was formed in order to have one national 
registration body rather than individual State registration boards. 
This was to prevent dangerous healthcare practitioners switching 
states to continue practising. The AnmC was absorbed into this 
new registration body. The role of AHprA is to register and regulate 
all health care professions including midwifery. Each profession has 
their own Board within AHprA - and the nursing and midwifery 
Board of Australia (nmBA) is responsible for midwives and nurses. 
To understand why midwifery is so entangled with nursing in Australia 
see fahy's (2007) article 'an Australian history of the subordination 
of midwifery' . The perception of midwifery as a branch of nursing 
underpins the ongoing medical control of the profession described 
below. Anyway - back to the nmBA. The primary role of the Board 
is to 'protect the public' ie. these are the people who deal with 

misconduct hearings and ensure midwives are undertaking continued 
professional development. The formation of AHprA brought with it 
two key changes to ppm practice - eligibility and indemnity insurance.

Eligible midwives

in 2010 the 'eligible midwife registration standard' came into effect. 
The aim of this was to enable women to access medicare rebates 
for ppm care. in order to get rebates women need to engage the 
services of an 'eligible midwife'. note that rebates are not available 
for homebirth - only antenatal care, birth in a hospital/birth centre 
(where the ppm has visiting rights) and postnatal care. To become 
eligible, the midwife must apply to AHprA for notification and 
demonstrate that she meets the requirements which are:

current general registration as a midwife in 
Australia with no restrictions on practice

midwifery experience that constitutes the equivalent of three 
years’ full-time post initial registration as a midwife

current competence to provide pregnancy, labour, birth 
and postnatal care to women and their infants

successful completion of an approved professional practice review 
program for midwives working across the continuum of midwifery care

20 additional hours per year of continuing professional 
development relating to the continuum of midwifery care

formal undertaking to complete within 18 months of 
recognition as an eligible midwife, or the successful 
completion of a course to acquire the skills required to order 
diagnostic tests and prescribe scheduled medicines

you can download the 'guidelines and assessment framework 
for the registration standard for eligible midwives' for further 
details about the requirements. it could be argued that these 
requirement (excluding prescribing - which is whole other rant/
issue) merely reflect the normal scope of midwifery according 
to the iCm. However, in Australia most midwives are unable 
to practice to their full scope due to constraints imposed 
by the structure of the medicalised maternity system.

The 'eligible' classification is often misunderstood, with many believing 
that you must be eligible to be a ppm or attend homebirths. This 
is untrue, and many of us continue to work as described above, 
choosing not to be 'eligible' for a number of reasons. There is also an 
assumption that an eligible midwife is 'better' and 'more experienced', 
and again this is not necessarily true. for example, a midwife can 
gain eligibility without any experience in attending homebirths. 
The point of eligibility was/is for women to access medicare 
rebates - not to create a separate and higher class of midwife.

medicare eligibility has resulted in a number of changes. firstly, it 
has increased women's access to continuity of care and given them 
access to rebates for maternity care via a ppm. many midwives 
have set up as ppms and midwifery group practices are popping up 
everywhere - again this increases women's choices. Some midwives 
are continuing their homebirth practice with the additional benefit 
of women being able to claim rebates if they wish. other midwives 
are setting up new practices. There are so many different ways in 
which eligible midwives are working... i am not going to attempt to 
list them all. in my local area maternity service options for women 
have increased from hospital (public or private) or ppm in 2009; to 
hospital, midwifery led birth centre (medicare rebates), midwifery 
group practice (medicare rebates), non eligible ppms and eligible ppms. 
And for those who do not want to engage with standard maternity 
services there are birth workers, doulas and the option of freebirth.

However, medicare rebates come at a price...

Collaborative arrangements

in order for a woman to claim medicare rebates for care by a ppm, 
the ppm must have a collaborative arrangement. The nature of this 
arrangement has evolved since 2010...

initially, during negotiations with AHprA 
about eligibility, the requirement was 
going to be that the midwife must 
'demonstrate' collaboration with 
medical practitioners and health 
services. This would have been easy 
- ppms were doing this anyway (see 
above), and documentation would 
have provided evidence. However, 
the AmA and rural doctors group 
ensured that the requirement became 
a signed collaborative arrangement 
with a medical practitioner. interesting 
that doctors got the final say in 
midwifery practice. i doubt there are 
any midwives involved in negotiations 
with AHprA about how obstetricians 
practice. disappointingly midwives 
and consumers (the ones at the table) 
agreed to this requirement in order 
to gain eligibility, maintaining that they 
would work to change the requirement 
in the future. personally, i think they 
should have refused to allow medicine 
to control midwifery practice in this way, 
even if it meant losing eligibility. instead, 
the types of collaborative arrangements 
midwives were required to have were 
determined as (dept of Health):

1. being employed or engaged by 
a medical practitioner or an entity 
that provides medical services; or

2. receiving patients on 
written referral from a medical practitioner; or

3. a signed written agreement with a specified 
medical practitioner/s; or

4. an arrangement in the midwife’s or nurse 
practitioner’s written records

There was/is no obligation for doctors to collaborate. And in case 
there is any confusion about this, the AmA published a handy 
guide for doctors 'collaborative arrangements - what you need 
to know' stating clearly that: "if you do not want to be part of a 
collaborative arrangement, or you are unable to reach agreement on 
the appropriate terms of a collaborative arrangement, then there is 
no obligation to be part of one. you do not have to commit to being 
part of a collaborative arrangement for any particular period."

The collaborative arrangement was the equivalent of requiring the 
manager of Woolworths to agree in writing to allow customers 
to buy vegetables directly from a local farmer.  not surprisingly, 
getting a collaborative arrangement, and therefore claiming 
medicare rebates was fairly impossible. in 2013 in response to the 
predictable 'difficulties with establishing collaborative arrangements' 
an amendment was made to the requirement expanding the types 
of collaborative arrangements. now, in addition to a collaborative 
arrangement with a doctor who provides obstetric services (as 
above), a ppm has two further options for collaboration:

1. That she is credentialed for a hospital, having successfully undergone 
a formal assessment of his or her qualifications, skills, experience 
and professional standing. it is expected that appropriately qualified 
medical practitioner/s would be involved in the assessment; or

2. That she has a written agreement with an entity 
other than a hospital that employs or engages at least 
one obstetric specified medical practitioner.

Effectively medical practitioners, individually or via the institutions 
they work in still control access to medicare for ppms.

midwives are pretty resourceful, and many have found ways to 
make this work for them and the women they care for. However, 
it is very dependent upon the people and organisations providing 
collaborative arrangements. Because it is so complex, there is a lot 
of confusion and misunderstanding. for example, some believe that 
a medicare eligible midwife cannot care for a woman having a VBAC. 
This is not true. She can - just as any ppm can. She may not be able 
to secure a collaborative arrangement to do so ie. there will be 
no medicare rebate for that care. However, in some cases medical 
practitioners or hospitals will agree to antenatal and postnatal 
care by a ppm for VBAC women. Women need to discuss options 
and boundaries with their individual ppms... regardless of eligibility. 
This is part of negotiating the mother-midwife relationship.

Currently eligibility and collaboration remain an 'opt in' choice 
for both midwives and women. personally i have chosen not to 
'opt in' because i feel that the current collaborative arrangement 
requirements are not aligned with my philosophy of midwifery 
and 'with-woman' care... and i won't compromise. There are 
women who also feel this way, and specifically want a non-eligible 
midwife. or, who do not want to jump through the hoops 
required to access a medicare rebate (e.g. booking into hospital). 
While both options are available - eligible and non-eligible ppms 
- women can choose the option that works best for them.

The Future of     Midwifery and 
Homebirth     in Australia                       by Rachel Reed
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However, this choice may disappear in 2015...

Professional Indemnity Insurance - the wolf at the door

AHprA registration standards require that all health care 
professionals have 'professional indemnity insurance' (pii) for 
all aspects of their practice. no big deal for midwives working 
within the system because they are covered vicariously by the 
organisations they work for. But this left ppms with a problem. 
There was no insurance product available for them, and to practice 
without insurance breached their registration standards. long story 
short, following a lot of protests and negotiations a compromise 
was found. Two insurance companies stepped in with pii and we 
now have two products, both excluding homebirth. migA only 
provides insurance to eligible midwives and covers antenatal 
care, labour in hospital/birth centre and postnatal care. medisure 
will insure any ppm for antenatal and postnatal care only. 

Because there is no cover available for homebirth an exemption for 
pii during a homebirth is in place until June 2015. not surprisingly, 
neither insurance company is jumping at the chance to offer pii 
for homebirth. The nmBA recently published a report on pii 
for midwives which analyses the issues involved with offering an 
insurance product that covers homebirth with a ppm. The difficulties 
centre on the size of the market (ie. number of homebirths/
ppms buying the product); working out the probability of a claim; 
and working out the size and type of a potential claim. The report 
includes a lot of discussion about 'risk' and 'risk assessment'. it 
also suggests that an option could be to make any pii product 
only available for medicare eligible midwives to ensure 'confidence 
and certainty' within the insurance market about ppm practice. 
it is likely they will also dictate further requirements for cover 
such as women must undergo particular screening tests (bloods, 
u/s, etc.) and be classified as 'low risk'. These issues are already 
being faced in the united kingdom by women and ppms.

So far there has been no official response to the insurance 
report from the ACm. The recent maternity Coalition 
magazine included this divisive statement in relation 
to protecting midwives and women's choices:

Many midwives feel that they are in a vulnerable legal position. 
This is often because they are not doing these things [following 
professional standards re. scope, information giving and documentation]. 
If we could confidently demonstrate that homebirth midwives as 
a group were practising in this manner then it would be easier to 
secure insurance for intrapartum homebirth care and resist the 
push to regulate homebirth more strictly. (Ann Catchlove)

it is the nmBA's role is to regulate midwives... all midwives, including 
homebirth midwives. All midwives must follow professional standards, 
provide adequate information, and keep adequate documentation. 
yes, individual homebirth midwives may fail to do this... and so might 
individual hospital midwives. Some would argue that information 
giving by hospital staff is often below the legal standard for consent 
(e.g. Arm, induction). Either way, there are already mechanisms in 
place to hold midwives accountable for their practice via nmBA 
and civil law. indeed, considering the number of vexatious reports 
submitted to the nmBA against ppms, it could be argued that the 
mechanisms are working too well (Jo Hunter is presenting about 
this issue at the Homebirth Conference in march). unfortunately, we 
are never going to 'confidently demonstrate' that all midwives within 
any model of care or birth setting are practising in a particular way. 
Aligning midwifery with medicine and allowing medicine to regulate 
midwifery practice will not reduce risk. Evidence-based, woman-
centred care will reduce risk. How about requiring all midwives 
to undergo a regular consumer-led 'midwifery practice review' 
assessing their practice against evidence and midwifery philosophy?

The future of midwifery and homebirth?

The following predictions are from my own crystal ball, and some 
optimists may consider them pessimistic. i think that in 2015 a pii 
insurance product will be made available that will cover homebirth, 
but only for eligible midwives accredited by hospitals, and for 
women booked into the hospital system for shared care and who 
meet particular 'low risk' criteria. ppms without eligibility will no 
longer be able attend homebirths - to do so would mean practising 
without insurance ie. breaching their registration. Women who are 
not classified as 'low risk' will be unable to have a registered midwife 
at their homebirth (e.g. previous c-section, gestating beyond 41 
weeks). i think that the professional midwifery organisations will go 
along with this in order to gain the mandatory insurance and protect 
private midwifery practice (limited) at homebirth. These changes will 
have a significant impact on a minority of midwives and women:

midwives: non eligible midwives will either become eligible; or stop 
providing ppm services; or hand in their registrations and become 
unregulated 'birth workers' (however, in South Australian this could 
lead to criminal charges). newly qualified midwives will struggle 
to gain the experience required to become eligible due to limited 
continuity of care within the maternity system. ppm practice will 
be dictated by the constraints of an insurance product who's focus 
will be on eliminating risk based on medicalised notions of 'risk'.

Women: Access to midwives and options for care will be limited. 
Women who do not meet the requirements for insurance cover 
will be unable to have a registered midwife at their birth. many 
women will go along with the requirements (including to switch to 
hospital birth) but others will not, and their only option will be to 
freebirth (this is already happening in ireland). There is a big difference 
between choosing to freebirth and feeling there is no other choice.

i think we have lost sight of what is important - the essence of 
midwifery, being 'with woman' regardless of where or how the woman 
chooses to birth, or with whom she chooses to birth. unfortunately, i 
think we have come too far down the track and midwifery has become 
entangled with medicine and the needs of insurance companies. i can't 
see a way out of this mess can you? What i find most frustrating is the 
lack of discussion about these issues within the Australian midwifery 
profession. in contrast, in the uk where ppms face the same insurance 
issues there are protests, marches and campaigns - even support from 
a professor of obstetrics and gynaecology. Either, Australian midwives 
don't know what is going on, or they agree with the changes, or they 
don't care - i'm not sure which. i'd love to know your thoughts.

Dr Rachel Reed is a Lecturer at the University of the Sunshine 
Coast and a homebirth midwife. She is committed to the promotion of 
physiological birth, and of women's innate ability to birth and mother. 
Rachel has written articles for journals, magazines and websites, and 
presented at many conferences and study days. She is also the author 
of the MidwifeThinking blog site. (www.midwifethinking.com)

This article represents the individual views of the author 
and not necessarily of Birthings magazine. 
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What next for the homebirth insurance exemption?

Australian women’s access to midwifery care in homebirth is due 
for a big shakeup in July 2015, when “the exemption” expires or is 
extended. if it expires, homebirth care is likely to be transformed 
in a way we have never seen before, not necessarily for the 
better. What is the exemption, and what might happen next?

Background - the 2010 maternity reforms

in 2010 the Australian government implemented extensive reforms 
to maternity care in Australia, under the leadership of Health minister 
nicola roxon. The central element of these was medicare rebates 
for women receiving care from eligible private practice midwives. The 
government was committed to providing women with continuity of 
care, including labour and birth, so a full range of medicare items was 
developed, including a rebate for labour and birth care in hospital. 

for private midwives to be able to practice in hospitals (and provide 
labour and birth care there), they needed to have professional 
indemnity insurance (pii). Establishment of the Australian Health 
practitioners regulation Agency (AHprA) in 2010, also brought a 
new requirement for all practitioners to hold pii. However, no pii 
had been available for midwives in Australia since 2001. Therefore a 
professional indemnity insurance product for midwives was needed. 

for these reasons, a Commonwealth-subsidised pii product was 
part of the may 2009 Commonwealth budget plan for the maternity 
reforms, recognising the precedent of pii subsidies provided to medical 
practitioners. An insurer: migA; was contracted to provide a pii 
insurance product for “eligible” midwives in private practice, at a price 
set by the Commonwealth, with conditions set by the Commonwealth. 

Threat to homebirth - 2010

for political reasons, homebirth was excluded from both new 
sources of Commonwealth funding for midwifery care: medicare 
rebates and Commonwealth-subsidised pii. in itself, exclusion 
from subsidies was not a problem for homebirth. With the 
exception of the few public homebirth programs, homebirthing 
women in Australia have adapted to uninsured midwives and 
self-funding. However, the exclusion led to a crisis: the potential 
exclusion of midwifery care from women birthing at home. 

national registration required midwives to be insured for all 
of their practice, but no pii product covered homebirth. under 
the conditions which were planned for implementation in July 
2010, midwives would not be able to provide homebirth care 
without breaching their regulated obligations to hold pii. 

Consumer and midwifery stakeholders came to realise this problem in 
2010. However bureaucrats and advisors did not consider this problem 
to be their responsibility, and it took months for the message to get 
to the minister. during this time, a great deal of drama and protest 
was generated by homebirth women and families, resulting in some 
extraordinary statements of support for women’s right to homebirth 
in Commonwealth parliament. once the problem was understood at 
the political level, minister roxon acted swiftly to implement a solution. 

The exemption - Implementing the “exemption”

The problem was that there was no pii product to cover labour 
and birth at home, when pii was required by the national law. The 
solution was to give midwives an exemption to the pii requirement 
when they were providing labour and birth care at home. 

At a meeting of the Australian health ministers, nicola roxon 
gained a nearly instant, almost-consensus on implementation 
of an exemption for homebirth. The only way to create an 
exemption was to amend the national law for regulation 
of health practitioners, in each state and territory. 

one government did not go along with the plan. northern Territory, 
which had not allowed uninsured homebirth midwifery before national 
registration, maintained their opposition to uninsured homebirth and 
did not enable an exemption for homebirth. There are still no legal 
private homebirths in nT (although this is currently under review). 

All states and territories, other than nT, amended their national 
laws to implement the exemption and enable women’s access 
to homebirth midwifery. However the exemption was not 
unconditional or open-ended. it was planned to expire in 2013, 
providing about three years to find a more permanent solution. 
midwives were required to practice within a set of conditions, 
now known as the “Safety and quality framework for privately 
practising midwives attending homebirths”, published by the nmBA 
(see link in references). Conditions include informing women that 
their homebirth care is not insured and implementing a set of 
practice processes including documentation and risk management. 

Extending the exemption

in 2012 it became clear that a solution to the homebirth pii problem 
was not ready for the 2013 expiry of the exemption. The Standing 
Council on Health (the national health ministers’ group) agreed to 
extend the exemption to 2015. now, in 2014, women will soon be 
conceiving babies who will be born after the exemption expires, so it’s 
time for some answers about what will be in place for their birth care. 

Will PII become available?

Commercial PII

pii for homebirth was investigated in detail in 2013 by 
pricewaterhouseCoopers for the nmBA (see link at end). 
Several significant obstacles were found to pii becoming 
available as a commercial insurance product:

lack of clarity about midwives’ practice in homebirth

lack of data about homebirth outcomes

lack of data about litigation arising from homebirths

The small number of homebirths and midwives 
providing homebirth care in Australia

The inherent risks of maternity care

The high potential cost of poor outcomes in maternity care

none of these problems will change soon, so the problem of pii 
for homebirth cannot be expected to be solved by the commercial 
insurance market alone in the forseeable future. if pii is to become 
available for midwives providing homebirth care, some sort of 
government intervention and probably funding will be required. 

Government intervention

if governments consider particular insurance products to be 
important enough, they get involved. medicare is an example of 
a huge, government-owned and run insurance scheme which 
supports access to private health care. The Commonwealth also 
subsidises private insurance products, such as pii insurance for 
doctors and the new pii system for midwives. There is adequate 
precedent for government to subsidise pii for homebirth. 

Options after the exemption

The decision about what happens after the homebirth pii exemption 
expires in 2015 sits with the Australian health ministers. They 
have a range of options, each of which has political implications. 

Doing nothing

The first possible option is for the Australian health ministers 
to do nothing and let the exemption expire. if this was to occur, 
after 1 July 2015, any midwife providing labour and birth care at 
home would be in breach of her conditions of registration. 

We can’t be certain how AHprA would respond to this, but it seems 
unlikely they would let midwives continue to practice. most private 
midwives could be expected to cease providing homebirth care. 

The closing down of private midwifery has previously occurred 
within Australia. When pii providers stopped insuring Australian 
midwives in 2001, all private midwives in the northern Territory 
were forced to cease practice. nursing and midwifery legislation 
there already required pii. This led to the rapid implementation of 
a public homebirth program in nT, which employed a number of 
midwives who had previously provided private homebirth care. 

letting the exemption expire at a national level would probably 
result in loss of access to homebirth care for most Australian 
women. Some women would have access to public homebirth 
models, and an increased number of women could be expected 
to birth with non-registered caregivers or no caregiver at all. 

State-based PII

An upgraded version of “doing nothing” would be to progress without 
a national solution, with states committing to each developing their 
own solution. one solution which has already had some discussion 
in qld is the provision of pii to private midwives from the state.

States/territories could find a way to insure some private 
midwives in a state-based plan, subject to conditions. for 
example, contractual arrangements between midwives and 
health departments or public hospitals could provide pii 
cover from existing government or hospital insurance. 

This option is very risky for women and midwives. Some states might 
just not deliver. States that provided insurance could be expected to 
set different sets of rules regarding women’s choices and midwives’ 
practice. Each state would be dealing with a very small number of 
midwives, increasing costs dramatically. insurance, when available, 
could be at varying costs, possibly unaffordable for many midwives. 
potentially, different insurers could be involved, without the expertise 
of the current Commonwealth-subsidised insurer. our experience 
of the last 3 ½ years is that a lot of problems arise simply from 
the complexity of the arrangements around private midwifery 
in Australia, and the limited understanding of this landscape.

Public homebirth models

An alternative state-based option would be for states and 
territories to commit to a similar plan to the nT’s in 2001. 
private homebirth midwifery would cease, and states would 
undertake to establish more public homebirth services. 

Effective implementation of such a plan is not a plausible outcome. 
The creation of public homebirth models is a complex, clinical, 
cultural task, requiring cooperation from a range of diverse and often 
recalcitrant players. implementation would need to occur in public 
hospitals, that have cultures highly resistant to outside influence 
and very limited points of leverage from government. government 

commitments of these sorts are of limited value, especially when not 
tied to Commonwealth money. Turning a promise made at a health 
ministers’ meeting into hundreds of functioning public homebirth 
services, within a limited time, is not a realistic expectation. 

if we are left to eight state-based solutions to the expiry of the 
exemption, we can expect a shambles which would take many 
years to resolve. many midwives would be left uninsured, leaving 
women planning homebirths without care. Again, women could 
be expected to make difficult, potentially risky, choices. 

Extend the Exemption

The ministers have the option of simply extending the homebirth pii 
exemption for another year or more. This would give more time, to 
further embed private midwifery as part of the Australian maternity 
care system and perhaps see the development of new provisions 
which could support the development of an insurance product. 

Health ministers and the nmBA are keen to close this messy 
gap in the insurance net. largely, this is because of the risks to 
women and midwives of leaving homebirth uninsured. When 
something goes wrong in a homebirth, there is no legal protection 
for midwives and little chance for women or their babies to 
receive compensation for the damages which can occur. 

The ministers might be more willing to willing to grant some 
extension to the exemption, if it was part of a plan to fix the 
problem properly. one relatively simple option is available to them. 

Extend Commonwealth-subsidised 
PII to include homebirth

As outlined above, eligible midwives are able to purchase 
Commonwealth-subsidised pii from migA, which covers 
all of their private practice except for labour and birth at 
home. This product could be slightly modified to include 
homebirth, without necessarily changing anything else. 

Eligible midwives are already insured by migA to provide antenatal 
care, including for women who subsequently birth at home. it is safe to 
assume that if a woman or baby were damaged by a midwife’s care in a 
homebirth and legal advice was sought, lawyers would look closely at 
the antenatal care preceding the homebirth for evidence of negligence. 
As the antenatal care is insured, there is a potential source of 
compensation. from this perspective, the Commonwealth-subsidised 
pii product is already insuring homebirth to a recognisable extent. 

under current arrangements, only midwives annotated as eligible 
are able to access Commonwealth-subsidised pii. Therefore, if 
the exemption is allowed to expire and the existing pii product 
is extended to homebirth, this would mean that only eligible 
midwives were able to provide homebirth midwifery care. 
non-eligible midwives providing homebirth care would need to 
either become eligible or cease providing homebirth care. This 
would be a major disruption to the existing homebirth landscape. 

Extending Commonwealth-subsidised pii to homebirth faces one 
huge hurdle: the overwhelming political influence of the medical 
lobby. Subsidising pii for midwives in homebirth is spending 
taxpayer money on homebirth. medical stakeholders have locked 
themselves into a position of intractable opposition to homebirth, 
and it would be a brave Commonwealth government who would 
cross this line. Still, governments are brave sometimes…

What Next?    By Bruce Teakle
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Making PII for homebirth more viable

Whether Commonwealth-subsidised, or purely commercial, pii for 
homebirth becomes more achievable as the inherent risks of maternity 
care, and the specific risks of homebirth midwifery, are managed 
and seen to be managed. A range of possibilities are identified in 
the pricewaterhouseCooper report and the nmBA’s response: 

• restricting pii (and thus ability to provide homebirth 
care) to a specific group of midwives. Eligible midwives are 
currently the obvious group, but other options are conceivable. 

• group practice requirement. insuring a group or 
company of midwives, with good organisation and governance, is 
regarded as less risky than insuring individual practitioners who 
may have less structured collaboration, support and backup from 
midwifery colleagues, and who may have less structured practice 
processes. it also improves the scale, which decreases costs. 

• Safety and quality frameworks. Agreed, national, clinical 
guidelines and practice frameworks for homebirth are considered 
desirable for predictable management of clinical risks. 

• Better data collection. Current maternity data systems are 
inconsistent between states, and collect incomplete data. We don’t 
even know how many midwives in Australia provide homebirth care. 

• Better relationships between stakeholders. midwives, 
their professional college (Australian College of midwives), 
their regulator (nmBA), governments, medical stakeholders, 
insurers and various other players have considerable room to 
improve communication and shared visions for the profession. 

• Collaboration with hospitals. Community midwifery 
will be safer if midwives have good collaboration with hospitals 
and their staff. four years after all states and territories agreed to 
organise public hospitals to credential and provide access to eligible 
midwives, only queensland has any functioning agreements in place. 

• professional supervision or mentoring. The nmBA 
has recently started a project to develop a system of 
“supervision”, or professional support, for midwives from 
expert midwife mentors or supervisors. This is seen as effective 
in improving practice standards and communication.  

What’s the best way forward?

resolving the exemption problem is difficult. Any solution 
can be expected to significantly disrupt Australia’s 
existing homebirth midwifery arrangements. 

The only option that maintains the status quo is indefinite extension 
of the exemption, leaving homebirth midwifery uninsured. This leaves 
midwives and women vulnerable when things go wrong, and is not 
acceptable to governments or the nmBA. A time-limited extension 
is a possibility, if it is part of a pathway towards proper insurance. 

State-based solutions involving insurance from government or 
hospitals cannot be expected to maintain women’s access to 
private homebirth care. Eight states and territories trying out 
eight ways to solve very challenging problems. A commitment by 
state governments to provide public homebirth care would not 
be believable. See how ineffectual states and territories have been 
implementing relatively easy reforms like access for eligible midwives. 

Extending Commonwealth-subsidised pii to include labour 
and birth at home would limit homebirth care to eligible 
midwives, but would enable private homebirth to continue in 
a consistent way across Australia, with effective support from 
an insurer who has significant experience in private midwifery. 
if the political obstacles could be overcome, this is likely to be 
the most protective option for women’s ability to choose. 

my preference would be to have a further extension of the exemption 
– perhaps to 2017 – with a commitment from the Commonwealth 
to include homebirth in subsidised pii. The time gained by extending 
the exemption would enable the implementation of a range of 
measures which would reduce the uncertainty, and perhaps cost, 
of including homebirth in Commonwealth-subsidised pii. 

Conclusion

none of the options to resolve the expiry of “the exemption” are 
easy or familiar. The best require major reshaping of private midwifery, 
the worst bring the end of homebirth as an option for most women. 

Women’s access to homebirth midwifery is a tiny part of Australia’s 
maternity care system. However it is also a gigantic symbol of 
women’s rights to make choices in their birth care, and midwives’ 
identity as professionals who take responsibility for their own 
practice. The homebirth subculture has had a huge effect on 

reforms to maternity services in Australia, and energised much 
of the consumer representative movement. There is benefit to all 
birthing women in the retention of homebirth as an option. 

it is really important that a solution be found to the pii problem for 
homebirth midwifery. Consumers and midwives need to be engaged 
in the political conversation about this now, so that homebirth 
remains an option for Australian women after June 2015. 

Safety and quality framework

www.nursingmidwiferyboard.gov.au/Codes-Guidelines-
Statements/Codes-Guidelines.aspx

pricewaterhouseCoopers report on pii for 
homebirth and nmBA response

http://www.nursingmidwiferyboard.gov.au/
News/2013-12-06-media-statement.aspx

Bruce lives at Mount Glorious with wife Erika Hobba, and children Jasper 
(17yo), Rose (14yo), and Luka (9yo).  The homebirths of their three babies 
have had a big effect on Bruce and his family, and have led to Bruce working 
in consumer representation for maternity care. Bruce was a founder of the 
Queensland Branch of Maternity Coalition, and has been consumed by the 
maternity policy reform process ever since at state and national levels. Bruce 
has lobbied state and Commonwealth governments for improved maternity 
services for over 10 years, and has represented consumers on a wide 
variety of government committees. His current focus is on women’s access 
Medicare-funded care from eligible midwives, seeing this as the biggest 
opportunity in a generation to take maternity services back to communities, 
give women more control and to improve hospital maternity care culture. 

Bruce’s inspiration is the empowerment of women and their 
families in birth and parenting. He is currently a busy house 
husband while his wife Erika starts a new career as a midwife.

This article represents the individual views of the author 
and not necessarily of Birthings magazine. 

Four Seasons Journey
Southern Hemisphere 
Spring (Nov) 2014 - Spring (Nov) 2015

Northern Hemisphere 
Spring (Feb) 2015 - Spring (Feb) 2016
 
A year long earth based spiritual experience creating and maintaining 

a deep connection with the Earth and the Divine Feminine. 4SJ is 

for all women and focuses on the shamanic perspective of cycles 

of the Earth, life, the moon, and menstruation, preparing women to 

be shamanic midwives, practitioners and teachers of the Women’s 

Mysteries, for their community and beyond. 

As babies and children we watched our mothers and the women of our tribe 
facilitate transformation daily within community life – holding space for each 
other in Moonlodge, birthing their babies with instinct and knowing, honouring 
their Elders, attending to their rich spiritual practice and walking a way of 
wisdom, sovereignty and beauty in their expression of being a Woman.

At our time of Menarche we were honoured and initiated as women and 
welcomed to join the Motherline, ready to receive into our own hearts, the 
ancient ancestral women’s wisdom of all those who had walked before us.
As we lived our lives through Mother, Maga and Crone, the voices of our 
Ancestors called to us often, whispering wisdoms of Knowing, Truth, Intuition, 
Psychic ability, Healing prowess and the Midwifery that comes from being a 
Shamaness who walks between the worlds.

Whilst the time we live in now is different, the women’s hearts and bodies we 
bring to this life are still the same perfect, precious instruments finely tuned to 
hear and receive the wisdom of our Ancestry as it calls.

The opportunity to find our way
back to the Motherline is always there.

We are the sacred vessels we have always been.

Once upon a time, but not so very long ago, what we call Shamanic Midwifery
was just a way of life…. A way of life that all women knew inherently from their own birth.

for more information and registrations go to
www.SchoolofShamanicMidwifery.com 
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When i was pregnant with our first child, a dear friend 
“threw” me a baby shower (i think that’s the usual verb for 
baby showers?). We did the normal baby shower things: played 
silly baby-related games; drank (non-alcoholic, in my case) 
wine; talked about babies and whether our baby’s room was 
ready; and i opened lots of lovely presents for my baby.

At the time, that’s what i understood happened when you 
were having a baby: pregnant; baby shower; baby.

When we decided on a homebirth for our second child, my mind 
was open to many more things. i had been to my close friend Sarah’s 
Blessingway when she was pregnant with her second child to be 
birthed at home. To be honest, i didn’t think about having one myself, 
but i definitely knew that i didn’t want or need another baby shower. 
However, Sarah had other ideas, and i’m so grateful that she did!

our first child was born by Caesarian at a private hospital, and we 
were determined not to follow the same path again, hence homebirth. 
Throughout my second pregnancy i grew in confidence about my 
ability to birth naturally at home largely because of the support of my 
wonderful midwife, my friend Sarah, and other friends. But for me, the 
Blessingway that Sarah organised and led for me was a crucial support 
for me during the latter stages of my pregnancy and throughout labour. 

four women were invited by Sarah, plus my husband and 
son were also present. Joyfully, one of the guests was my 
midwife, and she brought her beautiful daughters, too. There 
was a lot of laughter that sunny afternoon in August.

Although the origin of Blessingways is in the traditions of the navajo, 
there are many different ways to hold a Blessingway, and it is this 
that makes it so special for me. Sarah asked me what i would like to 
do, and we discussed it, and so it felt completely right for me. Some 
women like to be massaged, or to have their bellies painted, or their 
toenails painted (because goodness knows most of us have forgotten 
what our toes look like by the late stages of pregnancy!). Those things 
were not for me. instead, Sarah asked each guest to bring a candle 
and a plate of something to share following the Blessingway itself. 

We were led in guided meditation by one guest, which 
set a beautifully calm mood for the afternoon.

Blessingways, or 
Mother Blessings

          by Jacqueline Cooke
my midwife brought the incredibly generous gift of the first ball of 
yarn she had spun herself, and we each wound some yarn around 
our wrists, linking this group of incredible women to me while 
each offered their birth wisdom to me. We then cut the yarn and 
tied it around our wrists so that i and they would have a physical 
reminder of the love and support they were all giving me. 

The candles were for me to burn during labour, and the giving of 
these was also accompanied by reflection by the guests on me and the 
things they knew and loved about me. i’m never comfortable hearing 
people wax lyrical about me, but this was different: these women 
were speaking from the heart, and the effect on me was powerful. 

my lovely friend (and midwifery student) maggie 
brought beads for everyone to choose from, and 
we made a bracelet that i could wear, too. 

At the end of the afternoon i felt exhilarated! Although i had been 
quietly confident of my and my body’s ability to HBAC before, now 
i felt unstoppable; filled with the love and support and confidence of 
these amazing women, almost all of whom had birthed at home. 

Through the remaining few weeks of my pregnancy i spent a lot 
of time looking at and touching the beautiful purpley-red yarn 
on my wrists. Every time i did that i was reminded of that blissful 
afternoon. i was reminded that these friends had confidence in me. 
They knew i could HBAC. They would all be thinking of me when 
they looked at their own wrists, until i let them know that Adalita 
had arrived earthside and we all cut the yarn together to celebrate. 

When labour started in earnest, i lit my platter of candles. 
Between contractions i gazed on them and found peace. 
When things were really intense i felt the yarn on my wrists 
and thought back to the birth wisdom that my friends had 
shared with me. i thought back to all of the women who had 
birthed before me and knew that I could do this. I felt ‘held’. 

As i write this it has been just on one year since my Blessingway, 
and although the details of what was said by each guest now 
escape me, the feeling of being ‘held’ and nurtured by these 
women and by my family remains. A big part of me wants to 
shout from the roof that baby showers are a waste of time and 
money. What pregnant women really need is gifts like the ones i 
received that afternoon. The gifts of support and trust and love 
that these women (and my husband!) gave me are priceless.

Jacqueline Cooke is a mother of two and works 
part time as well as editing Birthings magazine.

Homebirth is, as we know, all too frequently viewed as being a 
fringe choice. However, there are several pilot programs in Australia 
supporting publicly-funded homebirth through existing hospital 
services. The first hospital homebirth program was established at 
St george Hospital in new South Wales in 2005, operating out of 
the existing Birth Centre at St george Hospital. The outcome of a 
2007 evaluation of the program was positive, recommending that the 
program be continued and expanded, and advertised more widely!

A more recent evaluation was undertaken of the homebirth 
programs of two hospitals in Victoria: Sunshine and Casey Hospitals, 
which have had pilot programs in place since december 2009. 
The evaluation of these programs was carried out in 2012, and 
overall the outcomes of the evaluation were very positive. Birthing 
mothers were, by and large, very happy with the program, suggesting 
that the program be expanded, as well as some commenting on 
the constraints related to the strict use of eligibility guidelines. 
midwives and even obstetric medical staff, in their responses to 
the evaluation survey, seemed broadly happy with the program.

Both hospitals have a set of guidelines to use to assess women's 
suitability for their homebirth programs. The main criterion 
is that the woman's pregnancy be classed as low risk.  

interestingly, a review of clinical data collected from all women 
who gave birth in the homebirth program and all women with a 
similar risk profile who gave birth in hospital from 17 february 
2010 to 29 february 2012 showed that the rate of spontaneous 
vaginal birth was higher in the homebirth group compared with 
the hospital group (88.1 per cent compared with 69.5 per cent). 

Women in the hospital group were also more likely to have 
procedural intervention during labour and birth. The perinatal 
mortality rate was identical for both groups and overall there 
was “no indication of less favourable outcomes for women 
or their babies in the planned homebirth group compared 
with women who had a hospital birth” (page 10).

The evaluation notes that due to the design of the evaluation and the 
small number of participants in the program, no causal associations can 
be made between the clinical outcomes and the planned place of birth. 

These findings will probably surprise none of our Birthings 
readers. one of the primary reasons that most of us have chosen 
homebirth is because we wish to avoid the chance of what we 
consider to be unnecessary medical interventions. our homebirth 
midwives support us in our own space, where we feel confident 
and comfortable to birth in the way we choose. To be clear, there 
are of course situations where transfer to hospital and access to 
medical interventions is absolutely necessary, but research is showing 
time and again that more interventions occur in hospital births 
as opposed to homebirths. This surely cannot be coincidental. 

The difference in the Caesarian rate between the homebirth and 
the hospital group is staggering: 6.3 per cent at home as opposed 
to 19.1 per cent for the hospital group. Similarly, the difference 
in the rate of physiological third stage is jaw-dropping: at home, 
29 per cent, but only 0.7 per cent in hospital (page 11). 

As the evaluation notes, the sample size is too small to provide a 
compelling case for policy makers to bring in homebirth programs 
in all hospitals, but statistics like these do seem to provide a solid 
basis on which to continue the existing homebirth programs, and 
to continue to evaluate birth outcomes. it would be particularly 
interesting to also assess the difference in the cost to the public health 
system. The evaluation in 2012 does not address this at all, but policy 
makers should definitely be thinking about this when considering 
if a homebirth program is practical and viable in the long term. 

Hospital programs supporting homebirth may be more restrictive 
than many of us would like ('risking out' HBACs, for example), 
but the longer that these programs run and continue to have 
positive outcomes, the better it must be for the homebirthing 
community. The continuity of hospital programs supporting 
it is likely to be particularly important, given the potential for 
the insurance situation for independent midwives to change 
dramatically and calamitously in the middle of 2015. 

The full evaluation report can be found at: http://docs.health.vic.gov.
au/docs/doc/8D28590F3FFD1A02CA257B80000A8B60/$FILE/The%20
Victorian%20homebirthing%20pilot%20summary%20graphs-v16.pdf 

more information on hospital homebirth programs 
is located at the back of the magazine.

Jacqueline Cooke is a mother of two and works 
part time as well as editing Birthings magazine.

Hospital Programs 
Supporting Homebirth     
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Sydney Attachment Parenting

Local meetups and online support 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Sydneyattachmentparenting/

Information and resources 
www.attachmentparentingaustralia.com

Also find us on Facebook 
“Sydney Attachment Parenting”

• Natural birth
• Breastfeeding
• Babywearing
• Co-sleeping or gentle sleep methods 
• Cloth nappies or elimination communication
• Connected parenting of toddlers and older children
• Natural parenting or attachment parenting

Then here’s a group for you with local meet-ups and  
playdates, an online support forum, recommendations  

for books and resources, and much more!
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Truth be told, I didn’t NEED a doula. Amy didn’t ‘do’ an awful lot; I 
didn’t really even notice she was there during the birth. And that’s 
exactly where her magic lies. There’s some very real power in having 
women with you while birthing. it’s quite indescribable, really. 

She was not ‘needed’ to ‘do’ anything, and yet she worked 
her magic in such subtle ways of redirection. Being in sync 
with the birthing mother is a pre-requisite for doulas that 
not all ‘daddies-to-be’ are quite as well fine tuned in with. 

She excelled. 

from memory, we called Amy sometime around 3am, 
our midwife at about 6am, and baby noah was born at 
8am. So we had five hours with Amy before birth. 

in the first few hours she sat on the floor in the dark, away 
from me but with a good view of the loo where i was 
labouring. She laughed with me and had a little sing and dance 
when i did, wiping vomit and blood when necessary. 

daddy damien was there to fill the pool and other practicalities, 
leaving Amy just to ‘be’ with me, and yet I never felt watched 
in these hours. yet another hallmark of her magic. 

my midwife, came and the circle of support was complete. 

Amy is a professional photographer, so when she’s not wearing her 
doula hat, she’s free to photograph and - far out! - she’s awesome. i 
wasn’t too sure about having a camera there, but in all honesty, i did 
not notice it once (another hallmark of her skill!) and i am so glad i 
now have these beautiful images. i would have thought they would have 
been quite personal, and yet i’m particularly glad i have these images 
to share with my pregnant friends (and you all in the last issue!) 

i think the images themselves support home birthing so wonderfully 
well as you just can’t fake what they show so beautifully! 
That there is a peaceful, joyous, drug-free woman with a head 
coming out of her vagina. Women need to see these images. 

i’m so grateful for this very magazine if simply for that. 
in fact, in this issue titled “Supporting Homebirth” i give 
you the gold star, dear Birthings, closely followed by 
my own doula Amy and of course my midwife. 

doula Amy’s support started before the birth day of 
course, and lasted well beyond, to this day in fact. 

Just the day before noah’s birth day, we were down at the ocean 
at sunset with, you guessed it: Amy! She gladly helped glitter 
mandala my belly and chatted through life ideas, hopes, dreams 
and wishes. it’s times like these that all added up to me feeling 
utterly supported in birth, particularly in my own body’s ability. 

i think this style of support allows birth to progress, unbounded 
and carefree. Clearly this is a good thing (or at least it is with me). 

After the birth her support turned more 
practical, checking i was being stitched up okay, 
bringing me fresh watermelon each day, and 
becoming chief chai maker and baby oogler. 

if you’re a new pregnant mumma reading 
this, welcome to the circle, hello! it’s a 
sacred space and you belong. i send you 
bucket loads of love and support too! 

Clearly you’ll have a midwife, but you might 
now be wondering if you should also be 
hiring a doula; the answer is yes! find a doula 
who is also a professional photographer 
if you can. you won’t be disappointed!

my only gripe? The ice she was 
serving was ‘too cold’!  

i have come to the massive realisation 
that i am now the one who needs to support birthing. Home 
birthing in particular, of course, but not exclusively. We mothers 
are completely undervalued in this society and i feel homebirth 
is a way of turning that around, one mumma at a time. 

Belonging. 

Totally owning her birthing.

Kym Beaton 

Mum to Noah B Ocean. Ridiculously loving life. Being mum is big!

Home Birth Support 
-  A Doula by Kym Beaton

Amy Jean Photography 
my wife, Jacqueline, 
started pre-labour early 
on a friday morning, two 
days before she had our 
daughter, our second 
child. our first child 
was born via Caesarian 
section with us a little 
bit naïve about the 
medical system, but still, 
it led to a healthy baby. 
our desire to have our 
second child with minimal 
medical intervention 
meant that our options in 
Canberra were limited.

We visited all the 
public and private 

hospitals in and around Canberra, only to be told that a VBAC 
birth would automatically be classed as high risk and therefore 
would require medical intervention that we didn’t want  if we 
didn’t have to. We ended up deciding to have the birth at home, 
with rachele, an experienced independent midwife, to assist us.  

And here we were, at the start of an entirely new adventure. 
Even though we were going through the birth process for the 
second time, we hadn’t experienced the whole established labour 
thing. This time around, each time Jacqueline had a contraction, 
we had no real concept of how much more intense they 
would become. nor did we know how long they would go.  

After pre-labour fizzled out on the friday morning, it started 
again on Saturday morning. Within an hour or so, we had settled 
into a routine with each contraction – her leaning on a couch 
and me trying to take the pressure off her pelvis by pushing on 
either side of her hips. Between contractions i occupied myself 
by putting up fairy lights and setting up the music and speakers 
in our bedroom, which was where we had planned to have our 
daughter. Jacqueline’s contractions subsided again later in the day, 
after a walk around the block and much frustration about how 
to bring the contractions to some completion. The baby was 
probably not coming today,  our midwife broke the news to us. 

on our midwife’s ok, i took our two year old son to a birthday 
party, to give Jacqueline some quiet time to collect herself and 
to give me and our son something to keep us busy. This was 
something i quickly learnt was important to be aware of through 
the birthing process – when to give Jacqueline some room to be 
with herself and when i needed to be there front and centre. 

The contractions didn’t really come back until very early on 
Sunday morning, following the same pattern as the morning 
before but noticeably more intense. Time to start filling the 
birthing pool with water, boiling pots and pots of water to 
compensate for our mediocre hot water system. our midwife 
was three hours away but we felt relaxed and ready. 

With a two and a half year old son to keep an eye on, we had 
arranged for two friends to take turns to babysit and keep him 
occupied. i called them and asked them to come over. Shortly 
after that, rachele arrived. She took one look at Jacqueline’s 
composure (she didn’t need to check anything downstairs) 
and it was clear to her that the baby was coming today.

rachele, while crucial support for Jacqueline, was also clear about 
directing me to be as helpful as possible. i wouldn’t have gone to the 
birthday party the day before without her blessing. it was rachele 
who told me that i needed to take a nap to recharge my batteries so i 
could help Jacqueline during second stage. given the birthing pool was 
in our bedroom, this meant i had to borrow our son’s bed to nap in! 

When i woke up, Jacqueline was in well established labour. rachele 
was helping the baby work her way down Jacqueline’s cervix using 
a technique apparently called “rebozo”. i took over so rachele 
could get some other things prepared. The next hour was a blur. i’m 
sure the music we had put on was audible but i don’t remember 
hearing any of it. Somewhere between pacing from the bed, where 
i held her up while she squatted over the floor, to the shower, to 

the toilet and back again, Jacqueline started to transition. i don’t 
know how i managed to hold her up but the sheer physicality and 
closeness was the first time that i really felt something even close 
to the intensity of what Jacqueline must have been going through.

A short while later and after some of the most primeval pushing 
and associated noises, the top of our daughter’s head was visible. 
rachele took a (graphic) photo using one of our phones so we 
could see for ourselves. Something about seeing this photo i think 
triggered off the last few pushes! Jacqueline was well and truly 
shattered by this point and i think she just wanted to meet our 
daughter more than anything. rachele put down a few towels in 
preparation but sooner than we thought and a few pushes later, 
our daughter came out so fast, she landed straight in rachele’s 
hands, and blood soaked the towels that were there. Adalita mewed 
seconds later. After the placenta was delivered and Jacqueline was 
cleaned up a little, she was able to lie down in the bed that she 
had been sitting on, and let Adalita have her first breastfeed.   

While Jacqueline and our new daughter lay there, i went out of 
the bedroom to find our son (who had awoken from his own 
nap) and both of our friends sitting calmly in the living room. i 
took our bewildered son into meet his new sister. our friends 
followed soon after with vegemite crumpets and some flat 
lemonade. A little after that, with Jacqueline still in bed with our 
daughter, we treated ourselves to some amazing champagne. 

i had no idea, before labour started, about what the experience 
would be like. in retrospect there is nothing i would have done 
differently to prepare. The support we both got from rachele 
in the lead up and during the birth was absolutely faultless. And 
there was no way i could have supported Jacqueline the way 
i did without the help of our friends Sarah and maggie who 
just quietly did things in the background for both of us.

Alex Cooke is dad to Sebastian (3) and Adalita (1), married to the 
editor of this very magazine, and is a public servant in Canberra. He 
is also a big believer in the need for women to have choice in birth.  

A Father’s Perspective 
by Alex Cooke

[This photo sums up my support perfectly.  
We have my gorgeous midwife Sheryl Sidery, looking on, 

the wonderful photographer doula  
Amy Jean Harding behind the lens, 

And of course my fabulous little birth partner baby Astro. 
I can actually feel the love and light captured in this image.]
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Get your energy back with Floradix!
Iron supplementation during pregnancy is often 
recommended. During pregnancy your baby 
relies on all of its nutrients from the nutrients 
available in your blood. It is important that 
you ensure these essential nutrient levels are 
maintained. Floradix Herbal Iron Extract can 
help maintain your health and vitality. 

Floradix is a special formula that:

 Contains iron in a soluble form

 Contains natural herbal extracts

 Contains Vitamin C

 Contains Vitamins B1, B2, B6 and B12

Always read the label and use only as directed.

If symptoms persist consult your healthcare professional.

Pregnant? Tired?
Low Iron Levels?

As a birth nerd and an anthropology nerd, i had high hopes when 
i set out to read robbie davis-floyd’s Birth as an American rite 
of passage. The author is an anthropologist, and she has given 
birth at home; i was so excited! i may have slightly neglected my 
family as i compulsively binged my way through the book. in my 
case, the oxytocin was flowing, and many nerdgasms were had.

Anthropologists are best-known for travelling to faraway places 
and studying other cultures, by living amongst the people and 
gaining an insiders’ perspective. But my personal favourite kind 
of anthropology takes place within the anthropologist’s own 
culture. it’s fun - and usually enlightening - to ask: what do our 
everyday rituals (like, say, brushing our teeth, or interacting with 
a loved one) tell us about our beliefs about ourselves, our bodies, 
our place within society, and so on? Even more interesting are 
the rituals surrounding major rites of passage, like birth.

in our society (America, Australia, and much of the Western world), 
there is a complex and elaborate set of rituals used in hospitals, which 
are more commonly known as “standard procedures for normal 
birth”. robbie davis-floyd shows how things like electronic foetal 
monitoring, vaginal examinations, hospital gowns, withholding food 
and drink, and so on, can be seen as symbolic rituals which convey to 
a birthing woman the core beliefs of society; in particular, the belief 
that technology is superior to nature. Especially pesky, unreliable 
women’s bodies. The author highlights our society’s “extreme fear” 
of the natural process of birth, and shows how hospital staff believe 
that by performing these rituals, they can transform birth into a 
“relatively predictable and controllable technological phenomenon”. 

To gather data for this book (which was originally a phd thesis), the 
author interviewed 100 women, most of whom had given birth in 
hospital. As it progresses, it moves from abstract anthropological 

Book Review:

theory into the very concrete world of these women’s experiences, 
often told in their own words. robbie davis-floyd treats these 
women with total respect; the way she lets their voices shine 
through gives the book a wonderful flavour of authenticity and 
down-to-earthness. Their stories are enlightening, and often moving, 
and the way the author has grouped and analysed them helps the 
reader to view the stories within a broader cultural context.

davis-floyd also conducted interviews with twelve obstetricians, 
and one chapter looks at how medical school and residency are an 
initiation (another rite of passage) for trainee doctors, similar to what 
college freshmen or marine corps inductees go through. She points 
out how medical school employs a number of ‘hazing’ techniques 
- often used in such initiations - such as information overload, 
sleep deprivation, social isolation and withdrawal from ‘real life’ 
into a bubble of pure science, divorced from real-world application. 
The effect of these techniques - along with other factors - is that 
practitioners come to be alienated from their patients; to objectify 
them, and to view them as faulty machines, rather than human beings. 

for me, this chapter was incredibly helpful in understanding the 
perspective of obstetricians, whose sometimes harmful actions often 
leave me completely baffled (not to mention enraged). While the 
author doesn’t excuse these actions - far from it - she provides an 
incredibly valuable insight into the belief systems that generate them. 

This is not a new book; it was first published in 1992, and revised 
in 2003. While the interviews were conducted nearly three 
decades ago, and the references may appear dated, little has 
changed in the general culture of the American (or Australian) 
maternity system, so the book remains incredibly relevant to 
today’s situation. it’s quite dense, and rich with ideas, and at times 
I had to sternly order my sleep-deprived mama-brain to ‘FOCUS!’, 
but as far as academic texts go, it is wonderfully readable, and 
very deserving of the high praise it has already received. 

robbie davis-floyd examines the culture of hospital birth 
with a beautiful balance of fierce intellect, critical thought and 
clarity on the one hand, and compassion and empathy for 
birthing women on the other. i am left fantasising about how 
maternity services could be improved if hospitals employed 
anthropologists to analyse - and revolutionise - birth culture.

Sarah Davies is a birth nerd, trainee childbirth educator, domestic 
diva (cough), and mother to her two little kids, both born at home.

 

Birth as an 
American 

Rite of 
Passage

 by Robbie E. 
Davis-Floyd

Review by 
Sarah Davies
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Heather Cushman-Dowdee is mother, mom, or mommy, depending on who you ask, to four children and the creator of the long 

running comics: Hathor the Cowgoddess and Mama Is... Her comics follow the antics of a goddess-type mother and her side-kick 

babies as they attempt to save the world through breastfeeding, homebirthing, attachment parenting, and homeschooling. Her com-

ics have been translated into Spanish, French, and Portuguese, and have been included in publications in Norway, Sweden, Australia, 

and England, to name a few. 

Hathor the Cow Goddess...  
‘Into my hands” Trixie’s entry into this world will be a 

cherished memory for me, a healing 
memory, an anchor that will tether me 
to my family and my husband for years to 
come. She came into this world on 8 July 
2014, blinking and alert, into the kind, yellow 
light of morning. my first homebirth, and 
my last birth, Trixie landed in the arms of 
a mother who was at peace, supported 
from the left, right, underneath and from 
above by a husband, a midwife and a doula. 

i have given birth three times and each one 
is its own story of wonder, difficulty and joy. 
And yet our decision to bring our daughter 
into this world in the warm, safe space of our 
home, supported by a midwife and doula, had 
plenty to do with my first two births. i had 
finn (seven) and Edie (five) at our local birth 
centre; both relatively straightforward births.

Fifteen days ‘overdue’, my first birth was 
attended by a midwife who had provided 
much of my pre-natal care, my husband and 
my aunt. in the safety of three people whom 
i knew and trusted, i felt utterly triumphant 
when i brought my baby son into the world. 

in contrast to finn’s tardy entry into the 
world, Edie’s birth was ten days ‘early’. Edie’s 
birth was attended by a midwife i had never 
met, and my husband. utterly different to 
the fairly predictable pace of my first labour, 
the contractions began to haphazardly pile 
one on top of the other, and i began to have 
enormous trouble accepting them, refusing 
to let my body do what it needed to do.

i grew more frightened with every 
contraction, disoriented by the speed of 
the labour. Through tears, i kept saying, “i 
don’t want to do this, i don’t want to do 
this.” Attended by a midwife i had never 
met, i could not explain to her what i 
needed and my poor husband knew that i 
was at sea, drowning in the overwhelming 
power of labour without any sense of 
how to get my bearing. He knew i was not 
mentally coping but did not know how to 
communicate that to a midwife with whom 
neither he nor i had any relationship.

Edie came into this world in what would 
be described as a textbook birth, and i was 
utterly overpowered by love for her when she 
landed in my arms. And yet the absence of a 
carer whom i knew and trusted – who knew 

me – was palpably real 
to me. While i am pretty 
sure that her notes 
would have described 
a straightforward 
labour, for years my 
bruised mind kept 
going over that night, 
trying to interpret my 
white-hot fear and 
explain it to myself. 

And so, when i 
discovered i was 
unexpectedly pregnant 
for a third time, the 
first thing i did was 
arrange care from 
a doula.  i knew the 
power of a birth where 
i felt supported and the 
hollow fear of a birth 
where i felt at sea. i wanted the former and 
not the latter. our doula, Emma myers, began 
to care for us fairly early in the piece and i 
have not regretted that decision one bit.

Emma was the first person to encourage 
me to pursue a homebirth and who listened 
patiently to me as i told my first two birth 
stories, helping me to craft a different 
narrative to the one i had made for myself 
about Edie’s birth. As my belly grew bigger 
and Trixie’s birth grew closer, she constantly 
reminded me that i would not be alone, 
that all my attendants were there for me. 

Emma’s support finally led me to Tanya 
munten and my homebirth. Tanya seemed 
to know as well as Emma that supporting 
a woman to give birth begins many months 
before the event itself, building rapport 
and the woman’s confidence in her body 
to do what it seems impossible to do. 
like Emma, Tanya listened. She asked me 
questions. She reminded me that what 
i asked of her, she would happily do. it 
seemed that whenever i asked a question, 
the answer was an unequivocal “yes”, and 
slowly it dawned on me that i was no 
longer in a system. i was in my own home. 

i have three shining memories of three 
supporters that night as i laboured to bring 
Trixie into this world. The first is of my 
husband. Constantly and quietly, though i 
knew he was tired, he kept saying to me “you 

are strong. you can do 
this.” like a mantra, 
somehow i took on 
his confidence in me 
and let labour take its 
course. my memory 
of my husband is of 
his voice and his hand 
holding mine as i lay 
in the bath; he was 
my anchor for me as i 
navigated the terrain of 
birth. His voice knitted 
together all three 
births, finally offering 
me a fearless birthing. 

The second is of Emma, 
our doula. Emma 
had already held my 
hand through what i 
now understand was 

transition, two surges back to back that 
stunned me with their power. And then 
suddenly those surges slowed and stopped; 
for two hours Trixie sat in the birth canal, 
my cervix fully dilated, and no surges came.

my waters had broken, and after three or 
four hours of letting labour take its course, 
i could not see the road in front of me. 
nothing. i became terribly frustrated and 
teary. Collapsed on my bed, Emma came 
close to me and held out a card i had written 
for myself in the months leading up to that 
night. She flipped through the many cards i 
had written, and somehow found the right 
one, reminding me of a powerful god who 
would be with me: “He who has called you 
is faithful”.  As my eyes focussed on the card, 
i knew i could do this. i hauled my birthing 
body up, and headed back to the bathroom. 

finally, i said to Tanya – and here is my 
third shining memory – “reckon i can push 
her out on my own, no contractions?”.  
And Tanya did not waste one second 
deliberating. “Absolutely you can,” she 
said. And i did. Tanya’s three-word answer 
gave me the power i needed. i asked my 
husband to sit on the edge of the bath, 
i wrapped my arms around his waist, 
and asked Tanya to tell me how much 
headway i was making with each push.

Tanya’s unfailing belief in me to birth my 
baby girl was exactly what i needed at 
that moment. She knew that birthing 
Trixie was not only physical, but would 
demand my mental, spiritual and 
emotional self. With Tanya’s belief in me 
blowing wind in my sails, i pushed Trixie 
out into this world in 25 minutes.  

one of the first midwives i spoke to when 
i discovered i was pregnant for the third 
time said to me that she believed my third 
birth would be healing. She was right. That 
support – my doula, Tanya and my husband 
– helped me to complete my birth stories, 
healing me from the hollowness of fear that 
i had felt previously. i am forever grateful to 
them. Thank you Emma, Tanya and Jonathan.

Sarah Golsby-Smith is a mother of 
three, a writer, and a teacher. She and her 
husband Jonathan have lived in Canada, 
where they first learned about home birth, 
and now live in Sydney's inner west.

Supporting Beatrix Meredith-
May’s Birth by Sarah Golsby-Smith 
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          Isaac’s    Birth Story by Kylie Ellis
on the 3rd of June this year i got to journey on a magical carpet 
ride of home birthing that brought my son isaac into this world 
and - wow - what a ride it was. my main inspiration for my 
homebirth came from my friend and doula Virginia maddock, who 
i have been blessed to know during her two homebirths and the 
stories from other homebirthers that she introduced to me. 

my childhood saw me in and out of hospitals so that was also a 
push towards having a natural and uninterrupted birth at home. 
Thankfully my decision was supported by my husband Wahib 
who, although he also worked hard at helping me through the 
labour and the recovery, wouldn't have it any other way.

my pregnancy went well and my midwife Jo Hunter did a 
fantastic job at supporting and informing us novice first 
time parents to be, so i felt confident that i had chosen 
all the right people to be on my birth brigade. 

frustratingly isaac was around two weeks late so i went to get an 
ultrasound done on a Thursday which came back saying that his body 
was the size of a 39 week old baby but his head was 29 weeks and 
the amniotic fluid was low. So i went to the hospital to check his 
heartbeat as it was quicker to go there than to wait for Jo to get here. 

The fear was terrible yet i needed to keep a strong mind as 
i knew they would try to induce me and although the power 
play over an induction that happened between myself and the 
obstetrician was tough to handle i could see his heartbeat was 
perfect and my intuition strongly told me that he was okay. 

i asked the obstetrician to check on the computer about the 
ultrasound results in case there was a typo with his head size. 
much to my delight (yet disgust with the imagery people) she came 
back saying that it was a typo and it should have read 39! i felt so 
angry that i decided not to trust the results and to go for another 
ultrasound the following day. i was in continuous contact with my 
midwife and doula and was advised to drink copious amounts of 
coconut water to increase the amniotic fluid. The next morning 
we got another ultrasound and thankfully everything was okay.

Early Sunday morning my prayers were answered and the contractions 
started. The pre-labour went on all day and all night. We contacted 
Virginia and Jo when the contractions were three minutes apart and 
they arrived soon after that. i was positive it was a sure thing but as 
soon as the sun came up they slowed right down to 10 minutes apart. 

in hindsight it was a good thing as i was extremely exhausted, 
so the girls went home and i slept in between the contractions. 
Around 5pm that evening we got up and went for a walk on the 
beach and then the contractions started to ramp up again. i was 
recommended to hire a Tens machine which i felt was my knight 

in shining armour that helped me through the pain and i highly 
recommend it to all mothers to be. Around 10pm that night the 
intensity was turned up and so was the Tens machine. it was so 
great not to have to go anywhere and that everyone was coming to 
me but when Wahib rang our midwife she had been called out to 
another birth! i was in a state of mind where all i could do was laugh 
and to trust it was meant to be. fortunately her backup midwife 
Jackie Wood was lovely and i felt very comfortable around her.

during the birth i felt that i could bear the pain but it got to a stage 
where i was exhausted and thought it was going to drag on as his 
spine hadn't turned to the proper position. i was trying to make 
light of the situation but i wanted the drugs! Thankfully when Jackie 
did a vaginal examination i heard the best news of my life, i was 
fully dilated and it was time to get into the birth pool and push!

'yippee!' i thought and a big boost of energy lifted all our 
spirits and there were smiles all around. Time was a concept i 
couldn't fathom and it felt quicker for me than it actually was. 
The pushing stage took two hours and at 4:49am on Tuesday 
morning my son isaac came out looking all dazed and confused. 

What an amazing feeling it is to have a baby come out of your 
body! i felt a bit shocked, but this was mixed with love and joy 
as we lay on the couch to cuddle and kiss my little boy. not 
long after, Jo arrived bringing chocolate and her beautiful smile; a 
perfect combo! it was so lovely to have everybody there together 
and although everybody was tired the energy was magical.

i look back now through this journey and beam with joy as i 
had asked for support and to learn more about empowerment 
and this is definitely what i received. i learned through the 
hospital ordeal to be assertive but not aggressive or submissive 
(which i have tended to lean towards in uncomfortable 
situations) and the long birth taught me to be persistent. 

persistence also helped me with the recovery phase which i 
had no idea about but i feel that the placenta pills that my doula 
encapsulated helped me recover quickly as my energy and my 
milk supply increased each time i took them. So the placenta 
pills and the Tens machine were very wonderful tools for me.  

my heartfelt gratitude goes out to my amazing birth brigade. 
i have never felt so much love before as i do now whenever i 
look at my son isaac, so thank you all for the encouragement 
and love, and for helping me to get through the lessons that 
i needed to experience in order to be a better mum.

Kylie is 28 year old from New Zealand, now living in Sydney 
and working with people with mental disabilities. Wahib is 
from Brazil and is a life guard at Victoria park pool. 

Photography by Virginia Maddock @ Natural Beginnings
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my mum has always been really supportive of my sister and 
me, whatever crazy new ideas we had. She always let us be, 
knowing that it was our life to be lived and our journey to be 
had while still supporting us both emotionally and financially.

Having mum at the birth was my partner mark’s suggestion, as he 
knew she'd provide that extra level of comfort for myself and he 
believes that birth can be a special time of bonding for mother and 
daughter. This experience has also enhanced their relationship.

mum is a child and family health nurse, so when i told her we were 
considering a homebirth, she was intrigued. She never judged or 
questioned our decision, only supported us especially after our 
midwife gave her some information about the homebirth process.

As the big day approached my mum frequently checked in on 
me, knowing that those last few weeks were taking a bit of 
an emotional toll. When the expected big day came and went, 
she was there as a distraction and gave me reassurance that 
the baby would in fact arrive (eight days later in the end!).

When pre-labour contractions finally presented at 3pm on 
the 22nd of June, she was with us by 10pm, the excitement 
of the impending arrival preventing her from sleeping.

Throughout the labour mark, Jo and mum would take their 
turns in providing a massage, a sip of water, a wet towel on my 
forehead, assistance in and out of the pool or a body to lean on.

As the sun came up contractions eased off and i got Jo to check 
how dilated i was. To my disappointment i was only 5cm and we 
were unsure which way the baby was facing. labour continued 
slowly throughout the morning, each of the supports taking a turn 
to have a rest. At around 11am Jo checked again and i was 7cm.

After a hot shower i noticed a leak that showed a light 
meconium stain. Jo checked and, as Winter's heartbeat 
remained normal, she wasn't concerned.

i continued to breathe through my contractions with mum’s 
assistance and felt like i was coping a lot better. i felt more 
calm and focused, possibly due to the exhaustion.

it was around lunchtime that mum and i noticed a darker stained 
leak, so Jo listened in more closely and noticed that the baby’s 
heartbeat was now dipping. We woke mark up from a brief nap 
to inform him of the decision we’d made to go to the hospital.

it was 3pm on a monday which meant that we got every 
school zone and traffic light. mum sat behind me and 
massaged my shoulders through each contraction.

When we got there i was checked again and found to be 
still only at 7cm. This was also when they realised that the 
baby was posterior. i was recommended a small dose of 
Syntocinon, which i accepted. After a few long hours in the 
shower pushing, the baby had turned and was on her way.

i was convinced that the baby was not coming and, in between 
each push, expressed that i didn't want to do this any more and 
was giving up. Although i wasn't listening, my support team was 
reassuring me that this was not the case and to keep going.

our baby girl, Winter lou, was caught by mark, born naturally at 
7.14pm, 23 June. i remember mum being right beside me during 
each push and encouraging me to continue. i remember the 
overwhelming exhaustion, of feeling almost distant. Then once 
Winter was passed to me through my legs, the empowering 
exhilaration of what i had just achieved with the help of 
my soul mate, my mother and my wonderful midwife.

once the cord had finished pulsating, mark cut the cord and 
our baby was now her own being. After birthing the placenta 
and having some skin to skin time with my baby girl, there were 
concerns about her breathing. The nurse took her to be weighed 
and measured while the doctor inspected my yoni for tearing. 
At this time i passed a clot and whilst the doctor checked for 
more clots i became woozy and i told Jo that i thought i might 
faint, which i did almost instantly. mum was horrified (naturally), 
slapping my face to wake up. i came to five minutes later.

mum later explained the conversation she had with her sister after 
the birth. Her sister had suggested that maybe next time we’d just 
have a hospital birth and that mum could just meet us straight 
there. mum’s thoughts were that 'she didn't get it, it wasn't about 
how this birth unfolded, it was about supporting your daughter 
and being there for her'. Which is what mum has always done.

i think about the many qualities my mum holds and this 
one stands out. it's one that i hope to possess as a parent: 
support with no judgement or intent to influence.

our experience of having mum at the birth is 
something that we'll cherish forever. Thank you for 
your unconditional love and devotion mum.

Megan McMillan-Wise, 29, living in Kurrajong Heights. 
I am a new Mum although I have three fur babies. Marrying 
my soul mate Mark in December after being together for three 
years and having a friendship of seven years before that.

Studying naturopathy and nutrition at naturecare college. 
One day we're hoping to have a mini farm of our own, 
using permaculture methods to grow organic food.

Winter Lou’s Birth    Story by Megan McMillan-Wise 
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Throughout my pregnancy, i had actually been secretly daydreaming 
that the birth of my second daughter, darcy, would end up being 
a freebirth, with my nearly four year old daughter liv as my only 
attendant. i imagined a fairly quick birth, easier than my first. 
liv would hold my hand and support me, and then together 
we’d phone daddy and tell him the news. in addition to this 
daydream, i also mistakenly expected i would birth by the 40 
week mark; earlier than liv who arrived Earth-side at 41+5.

But despite these secret daydreams, i simultaneously very much 
wanted my partner kees, my midwife Sonja, my sister kris 
(photographer) and my mum diane (support person for liv) to 
attend the birth. So these were the plans i made and kept. 

looking back at my daydreams and expectations, i’m 
relieved that i had still organised my stellar support team, 
because birth – it can surprise you in so many ways. 

The first surprise was a gestation that outstripped my first – 
42+4. In the weeks that dragged by after the ‘magical’ 40 week 
mark, we were blessed with the love and help of our family. 
They didn’t hate me when i spoke to them rudely or whinged, 
they made us food, and they spent lots of time with liv. in 
those last few weeks, kees and i had many days and nights to 
ourselves – such a loving gesture and generous support to us. 

When the signs of early labour began at around 8pm, i excitedly 
told kees he wouldn’t need to iron a shirt for work the next 
day – a joke we had been sharing for the past few weeks. finally 
our babe had decided to come and we could look forward to 
a three-week babymoon with kees at home. i should probably 
have gone to bed then but we were excited and not particularly 
tired, so we set up the birth space and then watched the last two 
episodes of The Walking dead. not exactly the most relaxing 
of shows to be watching in early labour! The contractions had 
increased in power by 11pm and even though i attempted to 
lie down and sleep, they were too strong and i got up again.

There were other surprises which happened during the labour 
and, since speaking with Sonja, there were parts of the labour that 
were unusual. first, my contractions never established regularity. 
They went from two minutes apart to 15 minutes apart during 
the entire 15 hour labour. it was very difficult to tell when i 
transitioned but i was in the second stage of pushing for two whole 
hours (with my first daughter i only had 30 minutes of pushing at 
most). This time, even after my waters had broken, i had another 
80 minutes of pushing (thankfully i didn’t know at the time).

    Learning Birth     Anew – 
 The Emergence     of Darcy               by Kathryn Bown

i was exhausted from having had no sleep, so between pushing 
contractions, i was dozing on the side of the pool, a rather 
strange thing to be doing at that point apparently. i was taken 
aback by the difficulty of this birth – every contraction was 
hard and painful. liv’s birth was easier than this one – i even 
enjoyed the feeling of pushing for her birth. But this labour 
was so different – the ache of cervical dilation continued 
right until the very last push when her body emerged. 

At times i felt out of control; the pain was so unexpected. i wailed 
and groaned so much louder this time round. i felt like i was pushing 
against a brick wall – there didn’t seem to be any progress. i had even 
thought, (though i didn’t vocalise it), that i would need assistance to 
get the baby out. i also thought that i would never do this again(!) 
but decided not to say it out loud in case i regretted it later!

When liv woke up and came to me at the side of the pool, i 
sobbed; i felt relief that she was finally there and my support team 
was complete. i hung on to someone for every contraction - i 
needed all my people. kees kept talking to me, telling me i was 
doing so well and Sonja confirmed his positivity when things got 
harder. Towards the final stages, i felt quite panicked and was even 
shouting, “Help me, Sonja, help me.” She reassured everyone else 
that it was okay.  They had all witnessed the calm and quiet of liv’s 
birth and were worried this time that something was wrong. 

in the end, i am very grateful for the very calm and reassuring 
wisdom of Sonja for both myself and for my family. i’m also 
grateful i had my beloved kees, liv, my mum and my sister there 
to love me and tend to me in the many hours it took to bring 
darcy into the world. i can’t imagine enduring that birth alone.

Sonja thinks darcy was in a funky position which is why the 
contractions were so erratic and why pushing was so damn 
hard and painful. Her head didn’t have much moulding so we 
suspect her chin wasn’t tucked in. i recall one particularly 
big movement inside me not long before she was born 
which was perhaps the final turn that was needed.

After the birth, my beautiful mum and liv served us all coconut 
scones with strawberries and coconut cream that they had been 
making while i was labouring. mum stocked us with nutritious meals 
postpartum including a lamb and barley stew – amazing for healing!

i watched the video of the birth a couple of days later and it 
brought me to tears. The pain, both physically and emotionally, 
was still so raw and vulnerable. debriefing with Sonja over the 
first few days postpartum helped and writing out my birth story 
was also therapeutic. four weeks later, i look back on the birth 
with more acceptance now. i am thankful i had the strength and 
stamina that was needed, and the support team to hold me up and 
wipe my brow. And i’m not necessarily ruling out another baby!

Kathryn is a part-time PhD candidate at Charles 
Sturt University researching early childhood education 
policy; and a homebirth mum to two daughters.
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Birth is such a primal, spiritual, natural, beautiful thing. 
Home is where i felt i would feel the most safe and 
supported – so this is where i chose to birth you.  

i was certain you would come early, but oh how wrong 
I was. I’d been feeling ‘ready’ to birth you ever since 
38 weeks and was sure this meant you would arrive, if 
not before your ‘due date’ then not long after.

i’d had a very uneventful, beautiful pregnancy growing and nurturing 
you in my belly. physically it had been amazing but a very mental 
process, which had caught me a bit off guard. It was this ‘mental’ 
aspect that i really struggled with in the last few weeks of growing 
you. Thirty eight weeks came and went and i was feeling more 
and more ready every day. it was becoming an effort to stay 
present and patient waiting for you to choose your birth day. 
Every day was an emotional roller coaster. i had to talk myself 
out of being ‘in my head’ and falling into a negative tail spin.

forty weeks came and went. Every day became harder and harder. i 
felt like you were never going to come out! you’d been engaged in my 
pelvis since 35 weeks yet you were still so, so active and seemed very 
happy in there. i felt no twinges, had had no show - i was beginning 
to feel like i’d swallowed the moon. Would i be pregnant forever?

on the monday i went and visited Jess my beautiful friend (and 
our doula). it was good to just do something normal and go 
out. We had tea and Jess fed me yummy food. i felt present and 
wonderful – i hadn’t felt this great in a while. While we were 
chatting i noticed some little cramps coming and going. i knew 
this wasn’t the beginning of labour but it felt like finAlly maybe 
my body was getting ready to birth. i revelled quietly with these 
new sensations. it was just our little secret that birth was near.

on the morning of Wednesday 4 June, (the day before your birth), 
i awoke at 2.30am to sharp cramping. 'okay,' i thought, 'That was 
interesting'. i was quick to not get excited as i’d had a few of these 

sensations over the previous few days which hadn’t eventuated into 
anything. i was nearly 41 weeks pregnant and so wanted to meet you. 
i had completely given up guessing when you would choose your birth 
day. Another cramp woke me 40 minutes later. i glanced at the time 
and went back to sleep. These cramping sensations continued coming 
every 40 minutes, but i just noticed them and drifted back to sleep.

i expected it all to fizzle out once i got up for breakfast and started 
the day. in the morning your dad went to finish off a job up the 
road and i pottered around the house eating porridge and drinking 
tea. i went to hang some washing on the line and when i waddled 
back inside i noticed that the cramps were coming gradually closer 
together now and that some actually hurt! pre-labour can last 
days i reminded myself, and it also can stop. your dad got home 
and we discussed what we should do on this beautiful sunny day. 
i mentioned the cramps but deliberately played it down as i really 
didn’t believe it was anything, so he didn’t take it seriously either.

We decided to make the most of the beautiful day and go to 
featherdale nature park (yes, we are such dorks) as we thought 
it might be fun to stroll around in the sun with all the animals. The 
pain in my back increased on the drive there. We walked around 
and played with the wallabies and loved watching the koalas sleep 
(one of them was named noah!). We thought how funny it would be 
if you were born today and you ended up being a boy! After a few 
hours of walking about it got to the point where i had to stop and 
breathe through most ‘contractions’ but I was hesitant to even call 
them that. What if this all stopped? What if this was nothing? i didn’t 
want to tell my doula or midwife just yet as i was terrified i’d scare 
it all away. I tried to think ‘midwife’ and analyse my symptoms (was 
this labour?) but my mind was so fuzzy; i had entered labour land.

your dad kept asking me questions and saying things like, “you should 
know this, you’re a midwife”, but i had no idea any more; my brain 
had left the building. We drove home and pottered around making 
dinner and vegging - all the while my ‘contractions’ were steadily 
building but i was only getting real pain in my back which was 
getting excruciating ('you'd better not be posterior,' i thought).

I hopped in the bath after dinner to ‘test’ if this was pre-labour or 
for real. To my dismay i only had one contraction in 30 minutes, 
when before i had been getting at least three in that time. it’s 
not real then i thought, oh well. i hopped out of the bath and 
told your dad. We decided to get ready for bed but luckily not 
before setting up the birth pool and birth space (lucky because, 
as it turned out, your dad needed lots of instruction setting up 
the birth pool! Very soon after this i would have been no help).

it was while we were doing this that things ramped up and i had 
to start vocalising and swaying my hips. your dad still didn’t really 
believe anything was happening and was joking around; i was not 
impressed. i was still hesitant to call Jo or Jess as it all felt too early 
and i really didn’t feel like telling anyone yet. i liked the secret of 
only us knowing you were somewhere near, waiting in the stars.

But your dad wanted to tell Jo what was going on (he soon 
realised things were getting real when i started making a lot of 
noise), so we texted her and she suggested trying to get some 
sleep. But i couldn’t lie down with all the pain in my hips and back. 
Contractions all of a sudden went from every five minutes to every 
three minutes and were really intense and hurting! i had to vocalise 
loudly now to get through all of them and was starting to panic.

We called Jo and we decided she’d come see how we were 
going. i had checked my cervix and estimated that i was 
about 2-3cm dilated, which was encouraging – at least this 
all was doing something. At the same time i couldn’t believe 
how intense it already was and it was just the beginning!

Jo arrived while i was having back to back painful surges. She applied 
hot towels to my lower back while the pool was being filled; this 
felt amazing! As soon as the pool was ready, Jo suggested i hop in. 
i thought it was too early but she assured me it was a good time. 

it felt so good to sink into the deep warm water! instantly my 
body relaxed and the pain in my lower back was manageable. Jess 
soon arrived and the space felt complete and serene; i was held.

my contractions spaced out a bit and i got my breath back. All the 
while i didn’t really believe that labour was actually happening and that 
i was going to meet you soon! i thought it was still pre-labour and 
that it might all stop. i couldn’t stop analysing everything and didn’t 
feel grounded at all which felt awful. i hadn’t envisioned my labour 
being so mental and was struggling to drop deep into my body. your 
dad was helping keep the water temperature warm enough and sitting 
with me but i didn’t feel that i could reach out to him for support, or 
anyone for that matter; this was my labour and only i could do it.

This was a bit of a surprise to me as i’d really imagined needing 
physical, hands-on support while i laboured. The pool got a bit too 
hot, so i ventured to the toilet to allow my temperature to cool 
down. Jess had lit candles in the bathroom/toilet and was holding 
the space so beautifully. i stayed there for a while by myself (i 
liked the privacy), then decided to go to the bedroom for a bit.

my bed looked amazing and all i wanted to do was crawl into it and 
have a big, long sleep but i couldn’t even lie down, the pain was so 
excruciating. Everything was starting to feel heavy and low and i 
could feel my hips expanding as you dropped lower and lower. i can’t 
remember if i asked Jo to check my cervix or if she suggested it as i 
was beginning to get beside myself and scared that i’d still only be 3cm. 
Jo told me i was 6cm and beautifully open and soft. my mind flashed to 
a birth Jo and i had been at together a few months earlier, when a first 
time mumma had birthed her baby only minutes after she had been 
7cm. “i’m only one off that,” i thought, “maybe i can do this after all.”

All of a sudden i was really aware that i was completely naked and felt 
vulnerable and cold. Jess helped me put underwear and a singlet on. i 
tried kneeling over pillows on the bed but the bed wasn’t solid enough 
to support me, i felt really shaky and not grounded enough. Jess helped 
me get comfy leaning over a chair with lots of pillows. i don’t know 
how many hours i was in this position but i really went inward and 
wasn’t vocalising anymore. This was one of the most intense times 
in the labour but also the time when i felt the most in control.

i could feel everything opening in my pelvis and my coccyx and 
tailbone moving to make more room for you; it was such a crazy 
feeling. i instinctively alternated from kneeling to squatting during 
contractions. dada lay next to me on the bed and eventually had a 
bit of a nap as he was so exhausted from beautifully supporting me.

After a while i noticed that it was beginning to become light 
and i really wanted to get back in the pool. i was anxious 
that day was breaking; i really didn’t want to be labouring 
during the day when there would be outside noises. The 
pool felt like a safe place and i wanted to get back there.

When i got into the pool i started to feel lots of pressure, i felt 
inside and could feel your little head behind a bag of shiny waters 
and a rim of cervix. i continued to labour in the pool letting the 
pressure build and build. i let your dad continue to have a sleep as 
i felt supported by Jo and Jess and wanted him to get some rest. 
Soon the pressure became unbearable and i really wanted to push.

i asked Jo to have a feel of my cervix as i was sure it wasn’t all gone 
yet and we agreed that i still had an anterior lip in the way, dammit! 
Jo was amazing during this time helping me to breathe over the urge 
to push. i couldn’t believe how strong it was! At the height of a surge 
i couldn’t stop my body bearing down, even though i really, really 
didn’t want to as the sharp pain in my back intensified when i pushed! 
i think i nearly broke poor Jo’s hand as i was squeezing so tight.

your dad woke up and helped support me not to push. Jo asked if 
i wanted her to try and push the lip of cervix back, which i agreed 
to as i was in transition and not coping any more. She tried but 
wasn’t successful. i had a few more contractions breathing over 
the urge and then with the next couple i gave a few pushes hoping 

that the cervix would move out of the way but it didn’t. i was at 
my wits’ end, “Stuff this!” i thought, and felt inside and, with the 
next surge, i pushed the lip of cervix away. i then held your little 
head there until the next one hit and you were moved past the 
cervix. Hooray it was gone! i think this was the most satisfying 
part of the whole labour; i felt pretty empowered doing that.

After the cervix was gone my body began involuntary pushing 
with every surge. it was a thin line between feeling satisfying 
and excruciating as you pushed past my tailbone and around the 
bend. i found myself resisting at the beginning and then by the 
end it felt so much better to go with it and bear down. in my 
mind it felt like it was taking forever and i was starting to doubt 
whether i could even do this. in my silly inner midwife mind i 
was starting to think if this took too much longer maybe we’d 
have to transfer for prolonged second stage and that couldn’t 
happen, i was not going to hospital, so i’d better get you out!

in my head it felt like i’d been pushing for hours but really it had only 
been maybe 20 minutes. With every contraction i pushed through 
the pain in my tailbone to move you further down and into my 
hand, suddenly i could feel you beginning to crown. i couldn’t believe 
how hard i had to push to even move your little head the smallest 
amount! The intensity and power of the surges was incredible. my 
body felt taken over by each wave and all i could do was go with it.

Before i knew it, your little head was born! oh my god the relief 
and disbelief! i felt down and could feel your beautiful little mermaid 
hair under the water. With the next surge i pushed to free your 
shoulders. After 10 hours of active labour and a day of pre-labour, 
you swam from my womb and into my arms! i couldn’t believe 
you were already here. your dad saw you were a boy! i couldn’t 
believe it, i’d been so sure you were a girl. you were so beautiful 
and wrinkly with no vernix at all! you had been very ready to 
come out. you were here, Earthside, no longer in my belly which, 
only a day earlier, i’d been so sure you would never ever vacate.

it was all just too much for me to process. We stayed in the warm 
water for a while until your cord stopped pulsating and then i felt 
a bit uncomfortable so decided to get out to birth your placenta. 
i stood up and as i lifted my leg over the pool your placenta 
decided to fall out landing on the floor! your cord was so short 
that it snapped! We were all completely shocked but you were 
so calm and chilled – not fussed at all. i had planned to do cord 
burning, to gently separate you from your beloved placenta, but 
you, little one, had other plans and obviously were ready to let go 
of it straight away. i like to think of it as an extreme lotus birth!

Jess made us tea and toast (we love her) and we snuggled as you 
had your first milky breastfeed. We were in a little love bubble. it all 
felt so unreal. i still can’t believe i did it! That i birthed you in our 
home, the way i wanted, surrounded by people i trust and love.

i am beyond lucky and blessed. i felt so safe and supported 
through my entire pregnancy and birth. i will be forever 
thankful to Jo and Jess for holding my birthing space so 
beautifully as i made this big transition into mummahood.  

We love you noah luna! xxx

I am a midwife and a doula, living in the blue mountains with my new 
little family, discovering the newfound beauty of mummahood. 

I am passionate about supporting women and their families 
on their journeys towards birth. Birth is my absolute calling. 
I feel so excited and blessed to be in this profession. 

I can't wait to continue my journey as midwife but at the 
moment I'm just so blessed to be Noah Luna's mum. 

My Darling Noah    Luna; 
   This Is The Story    Of Your Birth Day!  

by Lucy Johnston 
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Arlie Atley Hanson

Weight 2.9kg

Length 48cm

38+3 gestation

Born at home in the birth pool on Friday 
15/08/2014 at 2309 hours.

The full moon (super moon) was on the 10/11th of August, and it must 
have flooded me with hormones that caused pre-labour for about five 
days over that period. irregular contractions would start every night 
around 6-7pm, wake me up occasionally throughout the night, but not 
go anywhere. it was frustrating, especially since i was only just getting 
over a chest and sinus infection, and my two older children, lillith 
(2) and Jackoby (1), were still slightly unwell with conjunctivitis and 
ear infections. i was cranky, irritable, tired and becoming exhausted.

Wednesday 13th, i was putting the kids in the bath with my husband, 
Scott, at around 5.30pm when i thought that my waters might be 
leaking. i texted my midwife Hazel keedle, and i monitored the pads. 
our babies went to bed at 7pm, so i jumped in the shower to relax. i 
had intense pressure down below all afternoon after a gorgeous walk 
in the gilgandra sunshine with Scott, our babies, and the dogs, so i 
thought the shower might help to relieve it. There was no hot water, so 
i rushed out, and while drying myself, had a pretty profuse and scary-
looking show, followed by a bigger gush of what felt distinctly like my 
waters. my midwife Hazel told me to rest up, monitor the flow/colour/
etc, and she left her house in orange (2.5 hours away) to come see 
me. i had filled 3 maternity pads in an hour, so thought that i was right 
with the suspicion of Srom (spontaneous rupture of membranes).

Hazel arrived around 11pm, did some basic checks like fetal heart 
rate, my blood pressure, and baby's position. Baby was cephalic 
and 2/5 engaged, lying slightly lol, happy and healthy. The decision 
was made to obviously have no internals, monitor for contractions 
and signs of infection, rest as best as i could, and see what the 
morning brought. That night, i was woken every 12-15 minutes 
by quite strong period pain-type cramps. By the morning, i was 
exhausted! Both kids were unsettled and needed re-settling during 
the night, then woke early for the day. Scott was exhausted because 
i inadvertently kept him awake, plus he had gotten up with the 
kids a few times as well. i was feeling hopeful that the day would 
increase the chance of contractions becoming more regular and 
closer together because we were both so busy with the kids.

on the morning of Thursday 14th, Hazel and i left Jackoby with 
Scott while we took lillith for a walk to try to get the contractions 
closer together. We enjoyed a gorgeous gluten-free slice and a cool 
drink with lill, did a little food/snack shopping, and walked home. 
Contractions were regular, but not getting closer together. They 
were mild to moderately painful, and creating A loT of lower back 
pain. i was still leaking amniotic fluid (i had to stop at the chemist to 

buy some more maternity pads and stepping off the curb caused a 
massive gush to fill the one i was wearing). By the time we arrived 
home, the contractions had infuriatingly stopped again. i was becoming 
frustrated, worried, cranky and negative. Hazel advised me to go to 
the bedroom, listen to some Calmbirth tracks, and try to nap as well. i 
put my earphones in, laid on my left side, and tried to sleep. i got two 
hours of restful sleep before i was woken by 7 minutely contractions 
AgAin! i decided to get up, and found my lovely little family outside 
in the yard with Hazel, playing in the sandpit. i decided to walk laps 
of our backyard for an hour. The contractions continued, became 
more painful, but refused to get closer together. They AgAin stopped 
once the kids' night time routine began. i felt like my mind couldn't 
relax enough while having the kiddies around, as i felt obligated 
to still be there for them 100 per cent. Scott, Hazel and i decided 
that it all might pick up later that night after they went to bed.

By 8pm (24 hours post Srom), i was showing no signs of infection, 
baby seemed well, but i was exhausted. i had my feet massaged with 
a gorgeous clary sage essential oil mix twice that day, with no effect. 
We had tried nipple stimulation, endless walking, yoga moves to 
rotate baby down further, hip rolling, belly dancing and more. my 
mind was becoming more frustrated, more negative, more cranky and 
irritated. i was becoming irrationally upset at the genuine concern 
being lovingly showed by my friends and family, and turned my phone 
off to avoid messages and calls. i was becoming short with poor 
Scott. i didn't want to eat or drink, especially bloody Hydralyte, as 
i felt like it was all i was drinking. i was drowsy, tired, and sick of 
the continual, strong contractions that just wouldn't advance. 

i had told my sister-in-law Steph, and brother matt, who i affectionately 
call Sparky, that baby might arrive tonight, so they started the six 
hour journey from Sydney. When it become apparent that baby was 
still a long way off, i became very weepy that i was 'wasting their 
time', which of course Scott and Hazel told me i wasn't, as i wasn't 
a "bloody stage show set to start at a particular time", and that 
they would understand. i still felt horrible, and cried on and off. 

i packed the kids' preschool bags, thinking that the prospect of them 
going to preschool the following day might help to relax me sufficiently 
that i might just progress with the labour. At 11pm, i requested an 

Arlie Atley Hanson     by Melissa Clarke
internal to see if these constant contractions were doing anything to 
my cervix. Hazel talked to me about the risks, but i wanted it anyway; 
i was at my wits’ end. my home birth resolve was slowly failing. Cervix 
was 1cm thick, could be stretched to a 3cm, no membranes palpated, 
just baby's head. i was going nowhere. frustrated to further tears, 
knowing that the only thing keeping the contractions going was my 
input (walking, nipple stimulation, etc), but also knowing that i was 
exhausting myself for nothing, i went to bed, only to have to deal with 
10-12 minutely, strong, cramping contractions All nigHT! i awoke 
constantly, had to breathe through them, and Scott placed pressure on 
my back through each one, followed by loving kisses and snuggles after. 

friday 15th, my brother matt and sister-in-law Steph arrived early in 
the morning, and went to bed. i heard them arrive, but felt so bad 
for telling them to drive here for nothing that i was too ashamed 
to go see them when they arrived. i was woken at 5.30am by a 
very strong contraction and Jack crying. i got up with him, tried 
to settle him on the lounge as everyone else was still sleeping. He 
howled with pain due to teething. Scott got up with me to help. 

We were both smashed with exhaustion - both having stayed up late, 
he assisted in as many ways as he could to get labour progressing, 
plus was woken by my breathing through contractions all night. i 
was horribly short-tempered with him. i yelled at him no less than 
three times before 6.30am! He took it with grace, and did not 
react at all. i apologised not long after, and he hugged me, telling 
me he couldn't ever understand what i was going through, but that 
he would always be there for me, no matter what. more tears. 

matt and Steph woke up, helped Scott organise breakfast for the kids 
and get them ready for preschool. i wallowed in my sorrows, telling 
Hazel of my night. i was by that stage 36 hours post Srom, google-
doctoring way too much, becoming irrationally scared and upset, and 
emotional. Hazel told me she had to return home to see her kids (she 
had selflessly been at mine for almost two whole days). i understood, 
but was also becoming really crazy-upset about the risk of labour 
not fully starting after Srom, the associated risks of being at home 
in this situation while being 70km away from the nearest maternity 
hospital, and becoming very scared for my baby's and my health. 

She told me it was a very difficult situation, and that we needed 
to monitor well, rest up, and discuss as needs be all the ins and 
outs of the situation. i reluctantly said goodbye to her, but kept 
stressing like crazy. i again turned my phone off, becoming frustrated 
at having to tell people that nothing had happened yet. i was also 
becoming aware that baby had not moved at all so far that day, and 
that i had no leakage of amniotic fluid; this stressed me further.

9.30am - We all went to drop lill and Jack at preschool, then 
went for breakfast at a nearby cafe. matt and Steph reassured 
me that they weren't upset, didn't blame me of course, and just 
wanted what was best for me, baby, Scott and the family, and that 
they would stay until lunch time the next day, and help out where 
they could, regardless of whether baby arrived or not. They made 
me laugh and forget some of my worries. Scott cuddled me and 
reassured me constantly. i was still upset and frustrated though.

10.30am - Scott and matt took the dogs for a walk, to get Scott's mind 
off things and to get him some fresh air and bloke-time (having being 
cooped up with crazy-emotional me, and Hazel for two days straight), 
while Steph and i did two brisk walking laps of the town. i only had 
three contractions the entire time, and still hadn't felt baby. By the 
time we got home, had a cool, fizzy drink and rested, i realised i had 
only felt one small movement from baby. i jumped in the shower to 
relax. i then noticed that my pad was showing off-colour discharge. 

i became upset and scared, and called Hazel, who advised me to pop 
up to dubbo Hospital to get an amniosure test just to be certain, 
and a CTg for baby's welfare/placenta check up, etc. i told Scott to 
stay home so he could nap in peace, and then pick the kids up from 
preschool when it was time, while matt and Steph drove me in. i 
annoyed them with my constant, almost-trying-to-vocally-reassure-
myself-banter that going to hospital would be ok because it wasn't a 
bad thing, and it might ease my mind. By the time i had arrived, i had 
pretty much 98 per cent thrown home birth out the window because 
i just wanted safety, baby safe, imminent birth and reassurance.

5pm (44 hours post Srom) - i was placed in birthing suite triage, 
sent off to get a urine sample, then strapped to the CTg. i had a 

BrilliAnT midwife caring for me, who seemed very pro-home birth, 
and accepting of my choice (of course, i had to explain why i was 
there, why i was only presenting then, etc). She was caring, professional 
and wonderful. She told me that baby's CTg was good, that baby 
must have just been resting after 2 days of strong contractions. 

This eased my mind significantly about the present moment, but 
not the future. i started to notice that i was having contractions 
4-5 minutes apart, but didn't think anything at all of them. The 
amniosure came back blazingly positive. i was becoming slightly 
irrational in my thinking, and wanted to know then and there 
if i would go into labour within 24 hours, even though i knew 
that no one could predict that. The doctor's offer of sleeping 
tablets and induction was becoming increasingly appealing to 
me. i rang Scott and told him that if labour hadn't started at the 
72 hour post-Srom point, that i would take the induction. 

i told the midwives and doctor that i had two concerns: one being 
having to deal with another night of shitty, non-progressive labour 
contractions, the combined lack of sleep, exhaustion, two kids 
under 2.5 to look after, poor Scott being equally tired, etc, and 
me then not having the stamina to do the home birth; and two 
being how long since the Srom, and being at home. i was starting 
to get to the point that i actually wanted to stay in the hospital. 
i was irrationally freaking out about baby's health and safety. 

Scott agreed with me on the phone about the 72 hour point, and said 
we would go to hospital if nothing happened. As for then and there, 
that was my decision. Steph, matt and Hazel (via phone) kept reminding 
me of the hard work and effort i'd put into the home birth process, 
and certainly didn't try to persuade me, but tried to gently remind me 
of my goal. They told me it was ultimately my decision, and they would 
stand by me no matter what, but to just think about it. The hospital 
doctor was pushy, telling me that i should have had antibiotics 18 hours 
post-Srom as per their protocol, and that a home birth so far from 
the hospital was a great risk. He tried to tell me how much he would 
'care for me' if i stayed, how he would make sure i got some sleep, be 
induced by tomorrow, etc. i was being lulled by his offered securities.

6pm - realisation hits when Hazel asks me if i'm still contracting. 
Surprisingly, i realise i was contracting every 3-5 minutes without 
fail for the past hour. i was shocked! i hadn't noticed properly, 
but matt and Steph were timing them for me discreetly. She 
told me that this was a pretty good sign - contracting in a 
hospital, where most labours stall. Contracting while having 
large amounts of adrenaline caused by stress in my body. 

Woah! realisation hit me. i told matt and Steph, “let's go home, 
see how this goes. if labour starts, great!” if not, i would return 
the next day to be induced. i happily called Scott, who agreed. We 
rushed to the nurses' station, told them we were leaving, waved 
goodbye, and rushed out the exit. Contractions were 1 minute 
long, becoming impossible to walk or talk through, 3-4 minutely. 
my phone rang as i got into the car - the hospital wanted me to 
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return to sign a 'discharge Against medical Advice' form, because 
the doctor didn't want me to leave. i told them that we couldn't 
return as we were already on the gil road. They received vocal 
confirmation that we were indeed dAmA-ing, and that we would see 
them the next day if needs be. Hazel called to say she would meet 
us at home as she was leaving then. i started gushing fluids again.

6.30pm - Still contracting. picked up a cheeky maccas drive thru meal 
for everyone, and matt drove Steph and i safely home. She helped 
me breathe through contractions on the drive and reassured me. 
When we arrived home, i saw that Scott had already picked up the 
kids from preschool, bathed and fed them, and put them into bed, plus 
set up the birthing room with candles, photos, and love. The room 
was tidy, as he knows i have terrible oCd that interferes with my 
life if things aren't in order, clean, and tidy. He helped me get through 
a few contractions while matt and Steph gave us some space.

7pm - Scott scoffed his dinner down, helped me get changed, 
and was rocking me through quite intense contractions. He 
hugged me, loved me, guided me through the pain, and made sure 
i was ok. matt and Steph went to get Jack, who was hysterical 
in his bed by that stage with teething pain. They tried to settle 
him. He wasn't bothering me, but i was worried for him. 

8pm - Contractions lasting 1.5 minutes, intense pain that i found 
comforting to low-moan through, every three minutes. Hazel called to 
say she wasn't far away, and to start filling the pool so i could get in. 
The hot water had run out by 20 per cent full, and we couldn't find the 
peak/off-peak switch! matt had 4 pots and the kettle boiling constantly, 
plus water for Scott and i, ice chips, cool face washers, plus the 
dishes washed up! Steph had Jack, trying to calm him, but he seemed 
to get really really upset every time he heard me moaning through 
contractions. He started screaming and wailing when one started at 
one point, so i asked Steph to sit him in front of the TV to distract him. 

He wasn't annoying me at all, but i was so upset for him being upset 
at my noises. Eventually, he became hysterical during one of my 
contractions, so it was decided that matt and Steph would take him for 
a drive. He was obviously very affected at seeing his mummy in pain. 
i had jumped into the pool, Hazel had arrived, and i felt i was coping 
well. i was amiable and chatty in between contractions. Scott had a bit 
of trouble trying to apply enough force for the counter-pressure on 
my lower back that i kept requesting of him during contractions, as i 
was squatting in the pool, and he was unsteady on the inflatable floor 
of the pool. He never complained though, and continuously listened 
to me growling gutturally over and over, "HArdEr! loWEr!" He 
was amazing. i'm surprised his arms didn't fall off by the end of it all. 

9.30pm - i had hit transition. i was 8cm (by my own judgement 
through a quick self-check) and contractions were barely letting up. 
i was becoming hysterical. i told Scott and Hazel continuously that 
i didn't want to do this anymore. i was high-pitch screaming during 
1.5 minute long, every 2 minutely contractions (sorry neighbours!!!). 
i couldn't control my breathing. i could feel a cervical lip stretching 
posteriorly during my self-check, which made me freak out even 
more, as i anticipated immense pain and a prolonged transition. 

i begged for pain relief that was non-existent. i begged to stop. i also 
could not, for the life of me, move if i tried. Stuck squatting with 
very little rest between contractions, numb arms and legs, i vomited 
violently after a contraction that absolutely took everything of 
me to not black out with the pain. Hazel reassured Scott that this 
was a good sign, that it meant it was close. i then leaned back into 
Scott. rest. Three minutes of rest commenced. it felt like an hour. 

Steph had returned to help me, while matt stayed with Jack. i was 
vaguely aware of Steph at the top end of the pool edge, watching 
me. Scott's gentle arms supporting me in the water, and Hazel 
watching from the bottom end of the pool. i drifted in exhaustion. it 
was completely silent. it was pure amazing. no other word for it.

10.30pm - i had several contractions that i quietly breathed 
through, having gained my composure, and actually nodded 
off between as well. They hurt, but i knew i was at the end. i 
knew i was almost there. i was able to block out the intense, 
10/10 pain, breathe through without a sound other than the 
breath, and then collapse in exhaustion. it was exhilarating.

10.50pm - Awake. i was stunningly alert all of a sudden. i made 
this comment out loud, and my birth team laughed with me 
at my proclamation. i felt like an intense tiredness had just 
lifted off my eyes. Then the pressure started, and i started 
involuntarily pushing. it was phenomenal. i couldn't describe it 
properly. Scott was incredulous when, after a contraction, i told 
him that it actually felt amazing to push. He laughed nervously 

at me. i felt baby's head, i felt hair! i exclaimed it loudly. 

A contraction started and i deeply and gutturally voiced my 
opinion at the contraction. As i pushed, i felt it - the ring of fire. 
Spanner in the works! i screamed uncontrollably as 2 contractions 
worth pushed the head out, followed by the body with the next 
contraction. i couldn't control it. it truly was primal. i did what 
my body told me to do, even though i had my team begging me 
to slow down so as not to tear. i didn't care. i didn't tear either! 
not a graze! i reached between my legs at 11.09pm and brought 
my baby up from the water and onto my chest, and collapsed back 
into Scott, laughing with amazement and joy and elation, just as 
matt brought a hugely smiling Jack over to meet his baby sibling. 

Baby was here! i kept yelling, "We did it", and thanking everyone 
over and over again, while kissing this sweet, tiny little being in my 
arms. Baby was looking around the room, calm as anything, not a 
sound. Huge blue-grey eyes, blonde hair, a little but long nose - baby 
was mummy's spitting image! i uncovered baby to show Scott, who 
announced... iT'S A girl! We all cried tears of joy. Baby girl, Arlie 
Atley Hanson. The name Arlie was given to her by lill, who chose it 
from a few names we liked. Atley is the name of Scott's grandfather, 
so we are using it as a unisex middle name in memory of him. 

11.30pm - out of the pool and onto the lounge. Breastfeeding 
was amazing, immediate and successful, almost like Arlie had read 
the manual while in the womb! The placenta was birthed not long 
after physiologically - a completely natural, no intervention birth, 
just like we wanted! i had some food and drink, while Arlie had her 
checks, which were all perfect. She weighed 2.9kg, length 48cm. She 
was alert and bright-eyed! Jack was absolutely enamoured of her, 
smiling and cooing at her, reaching out to touch her. lill was brought 
out to meet her, after she slept soundly through the entire birth, 
but she didn't seem interested. She went back to bed, while i got 
dressed and was settled into bed to spend our first night together. 
We co-slept, staring into each others' eyes as we drifted off. We 
had done it! Scott, baby Arlie, Hazel, matt, Steph, and even Jack! We 
had done it!!! Home birth done. The hardest thing i had ever done, 
hands down, but certainly the most rewarding. pure amazement!!!

Liss Hanson is mum to 3 amazing little beings all under the age 
of 2.5! Lillith (2.5), Jackoby (1.5) and Arlie (1 week). Married to 
Scott, both originally from Sydney, they now live on a small hobby 
farm in Gilgandra, central west NSW. Liss is an avid baby-wearer, 
and can often be seen wandering around town wearing atleast 2 
kiddies at a time. She is an emergency registered nurse, with plans 
to further her qualifications to become a midwife in the future.

i had never really heard much about homebirths until a friend had one. 
i looked up some stuff on the net, then found Joe Hunter's website 
and i was hooked! i was definitely going to do this and i wondered 
why i hadn't considered it before. my first child was born without 
complications but i hated being in hospital and felt there was no 
need to do it again. i couldn't wait to be in the comfort of my own 
home with all my own things around me. How peaceful it could be.

my pregnancy was the easiest i could have imagined with basically 
no pregnancy symptoms until the last four weeks where i actually 
began to feel pregnant. i was mildly uncomfortable with some normal 
aches and pains, and with plenty of trips to the loo! i was very boring 
when it came to doing checks as everything was just normal with 
nothing to report week after week - a good thing though of course!

on the day i was due, i woke up feeling very different. i had 
plenty of energy on/off throughout the whole pregnancy (even 
looking after my toddler) but this day, i was very tired with lots 
of pressure 'down there'. i felt quite emotional so i knew it was 
going to be very soon. i had an appointment with our midwife, Jo, 
that day and she agreed that she may even see me that night.

The Birth of  
Isaac Levi  
by Heather Grima

i went to bed and said to my husband, phil, “i’d go to work but you may 
get a call from me later on”.  of course, by the time he'd been at work 
15 minutes, i had to call him and say, “you'd better get back here”.

it was nice being by myself for most of the contractions as i felt so 
relaxed. i closed the blinds and lit all my new smelly candles and put 
some nice music on. By the time phil came back home (he also had to 
drop our daughter off to her nanna's), things were heating up. i was 
still every four minutes so didn't worry about calling Jo yet. i got in 
the bath for something different, then it suddenly became quite strong 
and every three minutes, so i said “you'd better call Jo!”. Thankfully 
she was not far away as when she arrived i was getting closer and 
closer waves. i couldn't be bothered timing them at this stage!

i felt the pushing sensation pretty quickly as the pool was 
filling up and i was thinking, “Come on, hurry up water and 
fill that pool, i'm going to have my water birth!”. As i got in, 
it felt so beautiful and warm and relaxing which must have 
signalled to my body, okay, here we go, as 20 minutes later, i 
was picking up my beautiful new son, isaac for the first time.

it couldn’t have been more perfect. All in all it was only six hours 
from the very first wave first thing in the morning till our lunch 
time baby was born. it wasn't what i had expected at all because 
our daughter was a total of 31 hours. i was mentally prepared for 
at least 12 hours of labour but Jo informed me that second ones 
can be quite quick especially in the comfort of your own home. i 
believed her but was extra surprised at such a great outcome.

Before long, after some great skin on skin and breastfeeding, we 
were all sitting around the table eating cheesy toast melts and i 
was saying, “i can’t believe i've just had a baby, i feel too good!”.

We are all very blessed to have little isaac added to our 
family. He's a great sleeper and makes life much fuller.

Heather Grima lives in the beautiful Blue Mountains and 
is a wife to Philip and stay at home mum to a very active 22 
month old girl, Arielle Grace who loves her new baby brother.
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daisy’s birth came after lily’s birth, which was a very traumatic 
experience for us. i birthed lily in an operating theatre with people i 
did not know, doing things to me that i had not given permission for. 

in the minutes before, about three doctors came into the room and 
told my husband daniel that they had to perform a caesarean. We 
later found out that lily had had bradycardia due to the induction that 
I was told that I ‘had to have’ because I had a spontaneous rupture 
of the membranes around 24 hours earlier and ‘the risk of infection’ 
was too great for our ‘high risk’ (due to a low PAPP-A) baby. Our 
birth class teacher had talked about induction for about two minutes 
out of the six two-hour sessions we went to in the hospital. We had 
no idea what we were in for. We had no idea about the cascade of 
intervention that follows an induction and at 10:43pm on Tuesday 24th 
July 2012, lily arrived via a general anaesthetic caesarean and all alone 
– my husband was outside in the waiting room, crying and thinking we 
were dead. not the start to parenthood we were hoping for at all.

Thus pnd settled in quite quickly. Even though i breastfed, co-slept 
and baby wore her, the bond was not the same as the one i have 
experienced with daisy. i love lily with all my heart, but i was 
just so distraught that i didn’t birth her the way i wanted. 

it felt like i had run a marathon and been in first place for the 
majority of the run, only to have an obstacle put in my way. This 
was in no way her fault, but i couldn’t help feeling ripped off.

A mum in my mother’s group who also had a caesarean at 
the same hospital talked one day when the babies were about 
three months old about homebirth. rEAlly? you would 
consider that? i hadn’t ever considered that because i lived in 
the same suburb as the hospital anyways, and i didn’t have to 
pay a cent to have lily there. This got me to thinking…

A number of the babywearers in the mountains had had their 
babies at home. i started to investigate this by talking to them 
and meeting up with midwives in my local area. Before lily was 
a year old, i found my Jo – my angel! daniel and i had contacted 
her by phone and then a few weeks later, she was talking at a 
VBAC meeting about homebirth and i got to meet her at this 
event. my mind was made up before, but this cemented my 
decision. i wanted a homebirth with someone who truly trusted 
my body and wouldn’t stare at the clock. i knew i had found her.

We were pregnant on our fifth year wedding anniversary and found 
out we were pregnant on Christmas day. What lovely omens! The 
pregnancy was uneventful but i suffered from stress and it kinda 
spoilt it for me a bit. i really started stressing about how i was 
going to cope with two because lily was a very quiet baby but a 
hugely ACTiVE toddler. of course, i fell pregnant about a month 
after lily became a toddler and i had no idea what i was in for!

The time came for birthing. We had had a lovely week together 
and i was using all the mindfulness techniques that my psychologist 
had been talking about. lily was just brilliant all week and i 
kinda had a hunch that things would be happening soon.

i woke up to wet pants on the friday at 5:40am and a text from Jo 
saying she wouldn’t be able to come to that day’s appointment as 
she was with a lady who was in labour. i was devastated. How could 
this be happening again?! i had only experienced severe Braxton 
Hicks with lily at this stage and the same happened with daisy. Jo 
reassured me that everything was ok and we went for a walk in 
parramatta park, which is basically our backyard since we live in 
a flat. it was a lovely walk and i am so glad we got to do it. daniel 
went off to work once my dad had come to look after lily and i. We 
went shopping for last minutes supplies as i just continued to have 
Braxton Hicks all day. dad took lily to the park whilst i did some 
nesting and soon enough daniel was home. He was starting a new 
job a few weeks later and told his work that i was in labour so he 
decided to tell them that he wasn’t going to be in again. i hit the roof! 
i made him contact his new job and tell them that he would be in the 
next monday. little did i know that that would not be happening!

daniel cooked dinner and decided to give me a massage on our 
table. This is where the contractions really ramped up. i started to 
talk in my head about going to the hospital to get rid of the pain. 
We called Jo to come and she did even though she would have been 
very tired from the morning’s birth. She kept me calm and we had 
lots of laughs. i started to feel lots of pressure in my bottom and 
started going on about it. it was making daniel and Jo laugh and that 
really calmed me down. Eventually things started to die down. Jo 
encouraged us to go to sleep. We did and i tried sleeping between 
the 10-minutely contractions and rocking my pelvis as i had one.

it was time for waking up. lily woke and i called my parents 
immediately to come and get her as today would not be the day for 
looking after her. Then Jo did a vaginal examination. i was 4 cm and 
completely devastated. Jo explained that i was probably experiencing 
a lot of effacement pain. Again, i started dreaming of the options i 
could get at the hospital. But i continued on. Jo said that i should 
sleep and eat and drink as much as possible as she believed that things 
would be happening that night. She was right! She said the baby was 
probably performing the long rotation being on the right side of my 
body. She went home and was in contact with me during the day. 

[Just before going to the park]

i only got up once to do a load of washing and wash the dishes (i am 
the sort of person that would be making sure my house is clean when 
i was in a lot of pain). daniel went to the shops to get some food and 
my neighbour Betty came to look after me whilst he was out. Whilst 
sleeping i continued to rock my pelvis during the contractions.

At 5:30pm, i had the urge to go walking. once i made the 
decision it was like something happened and i went into another 
zone. i started having three minutely contractions that went 
for one minute, signalling that i was in active labour. Although 
i wouldn’t have believed it at the time baby was on its way! 
Whilst i was getting ready to go, if i had a contraction, i would 
push against a wall. That seemed to relieve the pressure well.  

We walked down the end of the street and past two neighbours 
on our way out. one didn’t know i was pregnant (i don’t get a big 
pregnant belly because it is genetic – neither did my mum), so she 
was quite concerned. The other neighbours tried talking to me whilst 
i was contracting. i had to signal to them to stop politely and daniel 
explained to them i was in labour. The contractions were intense. 
i began swaying daniel and that soon turned to shaking. i started 
making groaning noises and began a little bit of pushing with each 
one. All of it seemed extremely involuntary. i was just doing what 
i had to do. once we made it to the park entrance for our street, 
daniel said we should walk to the bridge near the play equipment. 
The distance from our house to the bridge and back would be less 
than 600 metres. it was the longest walk of our lives! 50 metres in, 
i told daniel we needed to call Jo immediately to get to our home 
as soon as possible. As it was later in the afternoon, there were 
not as many people in the park. Everyone we passed would move 
right out of the way though. We must have been a funny sight!

We made it to the bridge and back home. i had fallen twice under 
the pressure and intensity of this stage of labour. At each point, the 
contractions felt different and this was no exception. As soon as we 
got home, i took all my clothes off and started on the toilet. i only 
lasted 15 minutes there. Whilst on the toilet, i told daniel that he 
needed to start filling the pool, should i choose to use it (i wasn’t 

Daisy’s Birth Story                              by Lou Williamson

[Our last family shot as 3 - in the park]

fussed about water birth but now i am glad i had that option available 
to me). He was a bit hesitant but i roared at him to “fill iT noW”! 

Jo came whilst i was on the toilet and i made my way to the bedroom 
as sitting wasn’t helping. i began to start making grunting noises and 
pushed with more intensity. At one stage, i put my bum in the air, so 
Jo said to start using my ball. This helped a lot and i continued doing 
my thing until the pool was ready. during two contractions, i felt 
a ring of fire, but it didn’t hurt like i had heard. The pool filling was 
taking forEVEr, and i started wondering what daniel was doing as 
i could hear he was coming in and out of our house. it turned out he 
blew our fuse and was boiling numerous kettles from our neighbours 
in different locations in our house, as well as pots on the stove! 

The pool was eventually ready and i hopped in. At this stage, Jo asked 
me to have a feel for the baby’s head. i hadn’t intended on having a 
V.E. because i was worried about disappointment. i had only allowed 
it in the morning because of courtesy and i felt that Jo had done us 
a favour by staying over night and it was only appropriate that she 
should stay during the day for as long as she needed to so i was 
really hesitant that nothing was happening and it was all in my mind. 

i told Jo that she could feel for the head which she did and then she 
asked me to do it too. it was right there! i could hardly believe it! Jo 
said i was now at station 2, head on view! lily had only made it to the 
spines so i was flabbergasted! She did a doppler check and everything 
was fine. i continued to push and Jo told me to support the head as 
the baby started to come through. The contraction to get her head 
out took 5 grunts. i couldn’t believe what i had done and said “Wow! 
i just birthed a head!” daniel remarked that that was impressive. 

The rest of her came out in the next contraction. it was truly 
the most wonderful experience of my life! Born at 8:30pm on 
Saturday 23rd August, 2014, daisy Coralice Beatrix swam into the 
world calmly and peacefully. Such an empowering experience. 

my joy and healing baby has come! i was in shock! my mum 
arrived a minute after she was born. i didn’t know the sex of 
the baby as we hadn’t found out so we had a gender reveal and 
then we all sang happy birthday to her. my dad arrived with lily 
and my sister Claire around half an hour later and my neighbour 
Betty popped in to see daisy too. it was really lovely!

The placenta needed management to come out as it was an 
hour and a half since birthing daisy and i was still shaking from 
the shock. And whilst i was a little disappointed the birth wasn’t 
completely physiological, the shot was a small price to pay. Jo 
said that my uterus was probably weak from contracting for a 
long time. As far as i was concerned, a number of my friends had 
suffered severe post partum haemorrhages and i didn’t want to 

[I did it!]

[It’s in my bottom]
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go to hospital! After that, Jo checked me for tears and abrasions 
and all i suffered was a small left labial tear! i went to the toilet 
and we got down to the business of giving daisy a breastfeed, 
which she did like a trooper – another boobaholic baby!

So what have i learned? Some women (in fact most i know) are 
just not ‘too posh to push’ as the saying goes. These things happen 
and daniel and i both know that we did the best we could with the 
information we had with lily’s pregnancy and birth. i know now that i 
would never be able to birth in a hospital without an induction because 
i labour for long periods. And most importantly, with the right support, 
i CAn do THiS! And i did do iT! i have been on a high ever since! 
Homebirth was the right choice for us and we wouldn’t hesitate to 
do it again this way or to tell our friends and family about it too.

We thank our midwife Jo with all our hearts as she totally 
believed in my body and the process. Choosing the right 
birth team and having continuity of care is something that 
i will never take for granted again. We got the birth we 
wanted and we have her and ourselves to thank for that!

Lou is a stay at home mum to Lily (2 years) and Daisy (less than 
2 weeks old)! In a previous career, Lou was a special education 
teacher to lots of lovely children with disabilities. She has been 
married to Daniel for nearly 6 years. They enjoy bushwalking 
(especially in the Blue Mountains and Southern Highlands) and 
spending quality time together as a family. Lou writes a blog which 
you can read at www.bushwalkingbabywearer.wordpress.com.

[Proud Nunna - Grandma!]

[Lily and her sister]

[Proud Daddy!]

 13/6/14
Homebirth mother lost 
‘litres of blood’
Sydney Morning Herald
http://www.smh.com.au/victoria/home-birth-
mother-lost-litres-of-blood-20140613-zs7cw.html  
 
medical experts have questioned how 
midwives could have estimated blood loss 
during a home birth at an inquest into the 
death of melbourne mother Caroline lovell.
one of the experts, queensland Ambulance 
Services’ medical director professor Stephen 
rashford said he “wouldn’t know where 
to start” in estimating blood loss in a birth 
pool and there was no formal training 
for it in either queensland or Victoria.
 
23/6/14
Birth is no time for war stories
Sydney Morning Herald
http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/
society-and-culture/birth-is-no-time-for-
war-stories-20120622-20tvt.html 
 
dr Hannah dahlen, associate professor 
of midwifery at the university of Western 
Sydney, had a different outlook. “The amazing 
thing for me is [that] after 24 years of 
working mainly in hospitals and seeing so 
much fear, i now hardly ever see it when 
women birth at home ... Women get to 
climb their own Everest in birth and we rip 
them off so often by not putting into place 
systems of care and birth environments 
that will enable them to get there.”
 
 
8/7/14
Pregnant mother of 11 loses 
rights claim after being rejected 
for home-birth program
Brisbane Times
http://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/victoria/
pregnant-mother-of-11-loses-rights-
claim-after-being-rejected-for-homebirth-
program-20140708-zszzk.html 
 
A mother in her mid 40s with 11 other 
children was rejected for a hospital-
run home birth program and has 
now lost her human and consumer 
rights appeal against the decision.
Tracey Wilson, formerly of Sunbury and 
now a mother of 12, and her husband, 
Eric Wilson, argued that by rejecting 
the couple for its home-birth program 
the Western Hospital had violated the 
couple’s and their child Sophia’s human 
and consumer rights in a hearing at the 
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal.
The Western Hospital, Sunshine, which 
ran the pilot home-birth program funded 
through medicare, argued however her 
pregnancy needed to be ‘’low risk’’ and Mrs 
Wilson’s age, then 44, a previous post-partum 
haemorrhage and her 11 previous births 
meant she was excluded from the program.
 

13/7/14
Police investigation homebirth 
advocate Lisa Barrett over 
deaths of five newborn babies
Daily Telegraph
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/
police-investigating-homebirth-advocate-lisa-
barrett-over-deaths-of-five-newborn-babies/
story-fnii5yv6-1226987048463 
 
ConTroVErSiAl homebirth advocate 
lisa Barrett is at the centre of a police task 
force investigation into the deaths of five 
newborn babies.The deaths of two of the 
babies have been declared major crimes with 
detectives considering manslaughter charges 
as investigations intensify.The Sunday mail 
understands the task force is also investigating 
a range of other serious offences directly 
connected to the 2012 Coronial inquest 
that examined three of the baby deaths.
The task force, which comprises officers 
from the major Crime investigation Section’s 
three teams, has uncovered evidence that 
several of the witnesses who testified were 
allegedly involved in committing perjury, 
withholding evidence and concealing evidence 
from the inquest — offences which each 
attract up to seven years imprisonment.
 
17/7/14
Call for home birth 
options in Mandurah
Mandurah Mail
http://www.mandurahmail.com.au/
story/2423754/call-for-home-birth-
options-in-mandurah/?cs=289 
 
A group of mandurah women are speaking 
out about home births, saying there is a lack 
of options for the City’s mothers-to-be.
While the women said there was nothing 
wrong with choosing a hospital birth, there 
should be an option available for a home birth.
“There’s room for improvement for 
the choices available in the area,” local 
midwife Amanda Schwarzbach said.
“We encourage women to look 
into information on their own 
birth and see what’s available.
“And be more proactive and not 
settling for the only model.”
it costs about $5000 for a woman 
to give birth at home.
for women in perth this cost is covered 
through the Community midwife program, 
however families who live south of Secret 
Harbour have to fund the cost themselves. 
This coupled with the limited amount of 
resources and midwives available in the 
peel region, means many women who 
live in the area have no choice when it 
comes to their own birthing experience. 

25/7/14
I took a pay cut to be a home birth 
midwife, but it was worth it
The Guardian
http://www.theguardian.com/
healthcare-network/2014/jul/25/
home-birth-midwife-hillingdon-hospital 
 
it is 2am when the phone rings. it’s the 
hospital’s maternity team telling me one of 
my homebirth mums has gone into labour.
i used to worry about waking up when 
i first joined the team but am instantly 
awake like someone’s flicked a switch.
i pull on my blue scrubs, go downstairs and 
ring the mother and hospital to say i’m on 
my way. i’m joined by a second midwife at the 
mother’s home as we always work in pairs.
midwifery is a very intuitive profession 
and on arrival i gauge how the mother 
is feeling both mentally and physically.
Childbirth is the most natural thing in the 
world and things unfold at their own pace at 
home whereas hospital deliveries can take 
place in a more pressured environment.
 
26/7/14
Bugs found in more birthing pools
Daily Mail
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/wires/pa/
article-2705827/BUG-FOUND-IN-
MORE-BIRTHING-POOLS.html 
 
Health officials investigating a case of 
legionnaires’ disease in a baby which 
was linked to a home birthing pool have 
found more contaminated pools.
public Health England (pHE) has reiterated 
its advice not to use pre-heated home 
birthing pools after more pools tested 
positive for legionella, the bug which 
can cause legionnaires’ disease.
The health authority cautioned against 
the use of the pools after a baby born in 
one contracted legionnaires’ disease.
The “severely ill” baby was being treated 
in intensive care in a hospital but pHE 
refused to give any update on the health 
of the child, saying the case was “now 
subject to a police investigation”. A 
spokeswoman also declined to say which 
police force was looking into the incident.
As a result of the baby’s infection, the 
authority advised against the use of 
pools which have built-in heaters and 
recirculation pumps filled in advance 
of labour or birth at home.

Media Watch NAOMi HOMEL
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PRE-NaTaL SERVICES 
Inner West 

BIRTHSENSE WITH JACKI MCFARLANE 
Birth Art group, prenatal Counselling, Hypnosis and Creative 
preparation for pregnancy Wellbeing and positive Birthing.  
for group details and individual sessions please phone Jacki: 
90433079 or  0419286619 
ackichip@internode.on.net

KRISTIANE HEIDRICH 
in Adults CranioSacral Therapy Treats a wide range of conditions 
such as: 
• Sensory integration disorders/ learning disabilities 
• dizziness 
• Tinnitus 
• Emotional difficulties: depression, post Traumatic Stress Syndrome, 
Anxiety 
• digestive issues including irritable Bowel Syndrome  
• Sleep disorders  
• unexplained (Tooth) pains 
• migraines and Headaches 
• Chronic neck and Back pain 
• motor-Coordination impairments 
• Stress and Tension-related problems 
• Traumatic Brain and Spinal Cord injuries 
• Chronic fatigue/ Exhaustion 
• Scoliosis 
• Central nervous System disorders  
• Temporo-mandibular Joint Syndrome (TmJ)  
kristiane Heidrich is a mother of 3 children aged 21, 19 and 17. 
She is a physiotherapist, massage Therapist, CranioSacral Therapist, 
SomaticoEmotional release Therapist, Visceral manipulation 
Therapist and a teacher of these therapies. CranioSacral Therapy 
enabled her to realise that instead of pushing against the body’s 
restrictions causing ‘dis-ease’, that she could follow the body’s own 
innate patterns and wisdom to facilitate the healing process. kristiane 
has a special interest in working with mothers in the pre-conception 
(fertility) phase, during pregnancy, postpartum and also treats 
children of all ages in her clinic (0-90). She is a doula, a placenta 
Encapsulator and a midwifery student at uTS. 
for fees/conditions and further information contact 0405 501 012 or 
visit the website www.ashfieldphysio.com.au 
 
Sutherland / St George 

ACTIVE CALMBIRTH® COuRSES SyLVANIA 
The calmbirth® course imparts the knowledge of birth preparation 
techniques such as deep relaxation, visualisation, breathing, positive 
imagery, attitudes/expectancy to achieve a rewarding, easier, 
more comfortable stress-free birthing experience. Julie Clarke is 
an experienced homebirther. many women who have done the 
calmbirth® course during their pregnancy are far more likely to have 
positive feelings about their birthing experience. Their partners and 
midwives are quite often very impressed with how beautifully they’ve 
worked with their body during the labour.  
for enquiries of dates and available times and bookings phone 
95446441 - available weekends, weekdays, evenings. Visit: www.
julieclarke.com.au see website for dates and discount.  
Special note: Julie’s calmbirth® course is very reasonably priced.  
mobile: 0401265530 / 9544 6441.  
9 Withybrook pl. Sylvania (20mins south of airport).

 
NATuRAL BEGINNINGS  
Herbal medicine, nutrition & Birth Support  
i have a very personal interest in treating preconception, 
pregnancy and children’s health, naturally. With some help from 
herbs and nutrition, my partner and i prepared our bodies’ health 
naturally for conscious concep tion, and i enjoyed 2 trouble free 
pregnancies, and gave birth at home to my 2 healthy, full term 
baby boys and they continue to enjoy perfect health. you too can 
benefit from my experience in natural health care.  
i can assist you with: 
~ preconception health and natural fertility 
~ preparing for a healthier baby 
~ overcoming health conditions, (including during pregnancy) 
~ preparing your body and mind for a better birth 
~ birth support for mum & dad, and/or siblings 
~ treating your children’s health naturally 
~ chemical-free home-made herbal skin products
natural pregnancy, Birth and post-natal kits also available which 
make great gifts for the expectant or new mum!
Virginia maddock 
Herbalist, nutritionist & doula 
0415683074. 5 Balfour Ave Caringbah 2229 
www.naturalbeginnings.com.au
 
TRANSITION INTO PARENTHOOD 
Active Birth and newborn Care Courses  
The most comprehensive and best value birth and parenting 
courses in Sydney. facilitator is Julie Clarke who is respected as a 
specialist in natural active birth including waterbirth. importantly 
she also presents information beyond the birth to encompass the 
newborn period, specially on the practicalities and reducing stress, 
helping you to enjoy the first weeks as a family. pregnant couples 
receive professionally presented, well organised course notes. 
Very suitable for homebirth, birth centre and delivery suite. 
See Julie’s website for more details, birth stories and pictures, and 
information. www.julieclarke.com.au 
ulie has a great sense of humour and a very gentle approach, she 
is regarded as one of the most inspirational educators in Sydney. 
good variety of courses to choose from: 8 wk evening course 1 
night per week, or 2 full Saturdays condensed or 1 full Sunday 
super condensed. 
Julie is a unique birth educator who also provides post natal in 
home baby care support service exclusively to the couples who 
have attended her courses. 
Julie Clarke / julie@julieclarke.com.au / mobile: 0401265530 
landline:(02)9544 6441 
 
Southern Highlands  
PREGNANCy WORKSHOPS  
midwife Jane Hardwicke Collings gives regular workshops – 
“pregnancy The inner Journey” – in the Southern Highlands and in 
other places by arrangement. As well as “The School of Shamanic 
midwifery” – a women’s mysteries school for doulas and midwives 
Jane Hardwicke Collings  
48882002, 0408035808 
janecollings@bigpond.com 
www.moonsong.com.au  
www.placentalremedy.com

DOULa SERVICES 

HOSPITaL HOMEBIRTH PROGRaMS
BELMONT MIDWIFERy GROuP PRACTICE 
HOMEBIRTH PROGRAM
our service provides individualised women centred continuity of care 
throughout pregnancy, birth and for two weeks postnatally.
Healthy women have the choice to birth at home if they are within 30 
mins to our supporting hospital, John Hunter Hospital (new lambton 
Heights in the Hunter/new England area).
for further information contact kelley lennon: 49232291 

ST GEORGE HOSPITAL HOMEBIRTH SERVICE  
This public health service is available to women in the St george and 
Sutherland Shire area. Continuity of care is provided by two midwives 
throughout pregnancy, birth and the postnatal period. 
for further information, call the Birth Centre on 9113 3103. 

WOLLONGONG HOSPITAL HOMEBIRTH SERVICE
This public health service is available to women in the Helensburgh to 
kiama region. Continuity of care is provided by two midwives through-
out pregnancy, birth and the postnatal period. Contact the Antenatal 
Clinic on 42534256 and ask to book in with the midwifery group 
practice (mgp). your details will be taken down and mgp will return 
your call.

PLaCENTa SERVICES
KRISTIANE HEIDRICH - Placenta Encapsulation 
Specialist Offering 
~raw Encapsulation 
~Traditional Chinese medicine (TCm) Encapsulation 
~placenta Tincture (optional as homoeopathic remedy) 
~placenta Smoothie 
for fees/conditions and further information contact 0405 501 012 or 
visit the website www.ashfieldphysio.com.au

LOTuS BORN - Lotus Birth Supplies 
lotus Birth kits, placenta Bags, placenta Wrapping Cloths  
and drying Herbs.  
All lotus Born products come with full lotus Birth instructions.  
We welcome custom orders.  
www.etsy.com/shop/lotusborn 
lotusborn@y7mail.com

NATuRAL BEGINNINGS 
doula, herbalist and nutritionist Virginia maddock is now offering 
placenta encapsulation in the St george and Sutherland shire areas, to 
give back what your body has lost after birth. The placenta can be 
ingested in a palatable way once it is dried and encapsulated, to 
nourish your body and replace nutrients and hormones that will help 
with post natal bleeding, mood regulation, breast milk production and 
energy boosting. 
i can also make your placenta into a tincture to be taken by you or 
your baby for years to come, create a beautiful tree of life artwork, 
have the cord dried into a heart or spiral shape keepsake, and make a 
placenta salve infused with herbs and essential oils for many skin 
conditions. please see my website for more information and prices. 
Virginia maddock 0415683047 Virginia@naturalbeginnings.com.au 
www.naturalbeginnings.com.au

THE NuRTuRED BEBE 
for ten moons your placenta nourished, supported and grew your 
precious bebe. once you have welcomed your bebe earthside, your 
placenta can still continue to nourish both of you. The most common 
benefits of plancentophagy include; 
~ reduced risk of postpartum depression 
~increasing breastmilk supply 
~ replenish iron stores 
~Assisting recovery post-partum 
~ reducing the length of postpartum bleeding 
~ increasing general wellbeing in both mother and bebe 
i offer a variety of services including encapsulation, tinctures and 
salves as well as mementos such as artwork and dried cord keepsakes. 
Alicia langlands 0400684464 
www.thenurturedbebe.com.au  
info@thenurturedbebe.com.au

ELS VAN LuEEWAN 
qualified doula, Childbirth Educator and Child Care Worker, 
providing personal care and practical support in honour of your 
authentic and empowered path through birth and early parenting. 
please get in touch to arrange an obligation free meeting. 
0403233719  
els76@hotmail.com

NATuRAL BEGINNINGS 
HOLISTIC HEALTH AND DOuLA SERVICE 
As a homebirth mum, i have the experience and trust in natural birth 
to be your ideal birth support, whether you choose to birth at home, 
in hospital  
or birth centre.  
As a natural therapist, i have the resources to assist you with reiki 
massage, herbs and flower essences in case the journey of labour 
becomes difficult.  
As an ex-nanny, i can help look after older siblings so that mum can 
focus on birthing, dad can focus on mum, and older sister or brother 
can still feel important and included in the process, without fear. 
my birth package includes 2 prenatal visits, birth support incl. herbs/
flower essences and reiki massage, follow up visit to debrief, and a 
beautifully presented photo book of your birth for you to keep.  
natural pregnancy, Birth and post-natal kits also available which make 
great gifts for the expectant or new mum.  
Virginia maddock  
Herbalist, nutritionist & doula  
9501 0863  
5 Balfour Ave Caringbah 2229  
www.naturalbeginnings.com.au 
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BIRTHING SERVICES: MIDWIVES
Homebirth Access Sydney provides a list of midwives currently offering homebirth services in the Sydney area and a list of questions to ask when interviewing 
them on our website. Midwives are listed when they agree to sign up their clients for a year’s membership of HAS. Listing does not imply endorsement by HAS. 

ACORN MIDWIFERy: KATIE SuLLIVAN 
i am a midwife in private practice on the nSW Central Coast and have been a 
midwife for 10 years, having worked in continuity of care models for all of my 
clinical experience. i can tailor your care to your needs. Antenatal or postnatal 
care individually or as part of the suite of services including labour and birth at 
home. i am a placenta specialist certified to provide placenta encapsulation, 
placenta tinctures and placenta salves. i will travel to newcastle/Hunter Valley/
port Stephens and upper north Shore/northern Beaches area to work with 
women and their families. 
katie Sullivan: 0408614029 
katie@acornmidwifery.com.au

BIRTH WITH GENTLE CHOICES  
offering continuity of midwifery care during pregnancy, birth  
and postnatally. Birth is a natural, and empowering experience  
that is part of a normal life journey rather than a medical event.  
providing support for women and their families and encouragement  
to believe in herself and her ability to birth instinctively.  
Betty Vella (gymea)  
9540 4992 
bpvella@optushome.com.au

THE ELLA MAy CENTRE  
[midwives @ Sydney And Beyond] 
The Ella may Centre provides an alternative to the medical management of fertility, 
pregnancy, birth and beyond by providing midwifery and naturopathic care to 
prospective and expecting families. your midwife will provide you with individualised 
care throughout the preconception, pregnancy, birth and postnatal periods and is 
on call 24 hours a day.  
The Ella may Centre supports you to birth in the way and place of your choosing. 
for full details of services please visit our website or book  
a free information appointment. 
melanie Jackson (Western Suburbs & Blue mountains)  
0425 280 682 
www.ellamaycentre.com

EMMA FITZPATRICK: MIDWIFE IN PRIVATE PRACTICE 
[midwives @ Sydney And Beyond] 
With over 11 years experience in midwifery, i am passionate about supporting 
women and their families throughout the journey of pregnancy, birth and the 
postnatal period. As well as being a passionate midwife i am mum to 3 children, 
my littlest recently being birthed at home in the water. i am located in the 
Hawkesbury, and happy to provide support and service to women in Western 
Sydney, The Hawkesbury and The Blue mountains areas. 
Emma fitzpatrick (The Hawkesbury) 
0432724103 
emma_gu77@yahoo.com.au

HAZEL KEEDLE
private midwife, antenatal, home birthing and postnatal care and placenta 
encapsulation covering the Central West, based near orange, nSW
0408661503
hazelkeedle@gmail.com
www.midwifehazel.com

HOLLy PRIDDIS: BECOMING PARENTS
[midwives @ Sydney And Beyond]
Based in Western Sydney, i am passionate about sharing the journey with women 
and their families as they experience pregnancy, provide care and companionship 
through labour and birth in the location of their choice, and support them as they 
become parents during the postnatal period. in addition to providing midwifery 
support, i am a photographer who specialises in maternity, birth and newborn 
photography and love sharing the beauty and miracle of birth through the creation 
of art. 
Holly priddis (Western Sydney and Blue mountains)
0438 731 816 
www.hollypriddisphotography.com.au

IBIRTH - INTIMATE BIRTH & BEGINNINGS
[midwives @ Sydney & Beyond]
my name is Janine o’Brien and i have been a midwife for over 10 years, committed 
in women centred care and providing a continuum of care to women and their 
families.  i am the mother of two beautiful young women and have been practicing 
with midwives@Sydney & Beyond since June 2013.  
Servicing northern Beaches, Sydney & surrounding suburbs. 
Janine o’Brien 0422 969 961 
janine@ibirth.com.au   
www.ibirth.com.au
 
JO HuNTER: HOMEBIRTH MIDWIFE  
i believe that women should be placed at the centre of their own experience, 
supported to empower themselves with knowledge and skills, given time and 
encouragement from their midwife, as well as being surrounded by those they love 
and people who believe and trust in their ability to birth. it is the midwives role to 
have patience and trust in the innate ability of women and babies and to be 
comfortable and confident to support this process in any setting the woman 
chooses. pregnancy, birth and postnatal care up to 6 weeks is provided in your 
home. i live in The Blue mountains and service local families, inner west and western 
Sydney.  
Jo Hunter (Blue mountains, inner west and Western Sydney ) 
(02) 47519840   
midwifejo@bigpond.com 
www.midwifejo.com.au

MEGAN BARKER 
Hi my name is megan and i have practiced as a midwife for the past 15 years.  
Throughout my career i have always enjoyed every aspect of midwifery care.   
my philosophy of care is that pregnant women have the natural ability to 
nurture, birth and care for their babies.  i provide information and education 
about pregnancy and birth options, and above all respect the informed choices 
made.   i am a guest in the birth space and feel very privileged to be there.  i 
see my role as guiding and supporting women and their partners throughout 
the pregnancy, birth and early parenting journey.  
megan Barker (Central Coast, Hunter Valley and newcastle) 
0458 160 185

NEW BEGINNINGS MIDWIFERy PRACTICE 
[midwives @ Sydney and Beyond] 
new Beginnings midwifery practice offers a personalised approach to pregnancy, 
birth and beyond. receive comprehensive prenatal care with your own midwife. 
new Beginnings can assist you with homebirth, hospital birth or birth centre birth. 
Extensive postnatal visits. Access to information, resources and a large lending 
library. Care and support available 24 hours a day. 
robyn dempsey (north ryde)  9888 7829   
midwiferobyn@optusnet.com.au    
www.homebirthmidwives.com.au

PREGNANCy, BIRTH & BEyOND  
[midwives @ Sydney and Beyond] 
looking for special care during your pregnancy, birth and as new parents? receive 
personalised, professional care by an experienced midwife. pregnancy, Birth and 
Beyond supports women and their families birthing at home, birth centre or 
hospital. midwifery care helps you avoid unnecessary interventions and to be 
recognised as the most important member of the birth team. pregnancy, Birth 
and Beyond aims to assist families achieve an empowering birth experience. for 
full details of services please visit our website. 
Jane palmer (dundas Valley)  9873 1750   
jane@pregnancy.com.au    
www.pregnancy.com.au

SHERyL SIDERy 
Hi my name is Sheryl, i live on the northern beaches and have been in private 
practice for over 23 years.  i believe that pregnancy and birth is a transformative 
process that is essential for mothering.  i cover the northern beaches, eastern 
suburbs and the inner west. 
Having medicare eligibility provides women with a rebate for some of their pre 
and postnatal care. 
Sheryl Sidery 0409760548  
secretwomensbiz@bigpond.com  
www.sherylsidery.com

SONJA MACGREGOR
i believe that women are empowered and this needs to be nurtured within a 
trusting relationship during pregnancy, labour, birth and the postnatal period.  i 
have many years experience having been invited to suppport women’s 
homebirths.  All appointments are attended within the woman’s home, with 
the inclusion of all her family if she desires.  i service the Sydney area, Blue 
mountains and Wollongong areas.
Sonja macgregor 0419 149 019
sonjamac@bigpond.com
www.birthathome.com.au

TANyA MuNTEN 
Having trust in the normal process of birth is Tanya’s foundation for her 
midwifery practice along with the understanding that every pregnancy, birth and 
pathway into parenthood is a unique and profound life experience. 
As an eligible independent midwife from Sydney’s northern Beaches Tanya is 
able to provide a medicare rebate for your antenatal and postnatal care for up 
to 6 wks after the birth of you baby. 
All visit take place in your home at a time that suits. Area’s covered are Sydney’s 
northrn beaches, nth Shore & Eastern Suburbs. 
Tanya munten  0412 210 222   
tanyamunten@hotmail.com  
www.tanyamunten.com.au

WITH WOMAN MIDWIFERy CARE 
i am an independent midwife based in Shellharbour.  i provide continuity of 
midwifery care throughout pregnancy, birth and the postnatal period to women 
planning to birth at home.  All visits take place in the woman’s home at a time 
that suits the family.  Areas covered include the illawarra, Southern Highlands, 
Southern Sydney, Shoalhaven and Canberra. 
rachele meredith  0421 721 497  
rachele@withwoman.com.au 
www.withwoman.com.au

GUIDE TO CHOOSING a MIDWIFE
For a downloadable list of these questions to ask your midwife, please go to the ‘Find A Midwife’ page on our website.

different midwives have different personalities and practices, and different 
midwives are right for different women. finding the right midwife for you is your 
responsibility. when selecting your midwife,  
we recommend you:

• interview as many midwives as you can from different practices
• Talk to as many of their clients as you can
Here are some questions you might consider asking midwives  

you are considering for your care:

QuALIFICATIONS AND ExPERIENCE
• Are you registered?
• How long have you been practising? 
• Where did you train and when? 
•  do you do regular continuing education? What about refresher courses and 

extra skills courses?
•  Have you had any long periods away from practice? if so, what did you do to 

update your skills and knowledge?
• do you have regular peer review of your midwifery practice?
•  did you work in a hospital setting and then become a homebirth midwife? 

When? 
• do you combine hospital shift work and a homebirth practice?
• How many births have you attended as primary caregiver?
• How many of these were at hospital? in a birth centre? At home?
• How many births per year and per month do you attend?
• do you have a specialty area of practice? 
•  What is your rate of transfer to hospital? rate of caesarean section?  
rate of assisted delivery?

• Have you ever had to resuscitate a baby?
• Has a baby ever died under your care? What were the circumstances? 
•  Are you certified in neonatal resuscitation? do you carry oxygen  
to the birth? 

ELIGIBILITy
•  Are you registered as an eligible midwife?
•  Can i claim medicare for pre and post natal services?
•  How much will i get back from medicare per visit?
•  Can you prescribe antibiotics, vitamin k etc?
•  do you have a collaborative relationship with a gp or obstetrician?
•  do you have midwife visiting rights to my local hospital? 

PHILOSOPHy AND ATTITuDE
• Why did you become a midwife?
•  What do you perceive your role to be - during my pregnancy, during  
my labour, after the baby is born? How does your practice vary for  
different women?

•  do you see yourself as actively involved in a woman’s labour? How? (Some 
midwives prefer to sit back and let you do it with your birth support people, 
others will become actively involved if you want that and talk to you, massage, 
hold heat packs)

•  What is your attitude to complementary therapies such as homeopathics, 
acupuncture, etc

• What is your attitude to circumcision? immunisation?
• What do you expect regarding self-care during pregnancy?
• What is your view on nutrition and weight gain during pregnancy? 

COLLABORATION/TEAM
• Will you provide all my midwifery care or will others be involved? 
•  What are your back-up arrangements if you are not available to provide my 
care?  
do you work with a regular second midwife? 

•  if you work alone, what happens if two women go into labour at the same time? 
What is your backup system? if you work with other midwives, when can i meet 
them?

•  Are there any collaboration requirements with doctors, obstetricians or others? 
do you have any collaboration agreements? if so, with whom? please explain 
how these will work, how the team collaborates and how much each element 
will cost. How does collaboration affect my care and specifically continuity of 
care? When will i meet these people?

• Who will you bring with you to the birth?
•  What is your experience of working with doulas? do you prefer a woman to 
have a doula at birth? do you have any doulas with whom you regularly work? 

•  What will happen if i need to see a specialist during my pregnancy  
or labour?

• What will happen if my baby needs to see a specialist?
•  in what circumstances would you recommend my baby see  

a pediatrician or doctor? 

PRACTICAL MATTERS
legal, contractual, financial
•  What do you charge for your services and what does that cover?  
is it a lump sum or segmented for different phases of care? Will there be a 
written contract?

• When do you expect payment? is there flexibility?
• What rebates are available?
•  What happens if we discontinue our relationship during my pregnancy? for 
example, if i don’t want you to be my midwife anymore, if there is a medical 
situation that recommends against my having a homebirth, or if you are unwilling 
or unable to continue my care? Will you refer me? How will the finances work?

•  please explain the current situation regarding professional indemnity insurance 
and how it affects my care or our relationship. 

TIMING
•  What happens if two clients are in labor at the same time? How many clients do 
you have due around the same time as me? Will you take on more?

•  do you combine hospital shift work and a homebirth practice? What if you’re 
working when i am in labour?

• Are you likely to be away when my baby is due? 

SPECIFIC ISSuES…  
…DuRING PREGNANCy 

•  Where will the prenatal appointments be? What do they include? How long will 
they take? How many antenatal visits do you recommend, and why?

•  How and when can i contact you if i need help or advice during the  come up 
between visits? 

•  in what circumstances would you transfer me to obstetrical care for during 
pregnancy? What is your rate of prenatal transfer?

•  What is your attitude to ‘due dates’ and how would you feel about my 
pregnancy going over 40 weeks? What would your advice be?

•  How do you feel about natural induction methods? Can you offer any of these 
services?

•  What would you do in the case that i was having twins? Had a breech baby?
•  What prenatal tests do you require? What do you recommend? do you have an 
obstetrician to whom you refer? 

•  do you provide education as i prepare for the birth? do you have a lending 
library of books/dVds? 

…DuRING LABOuR AND BIRTH
•  in what circumstances do you recommend transfer to hospital? How often do 

your clients transfer and for what reasons? do you stay with your clients who 
transfer? in what capacity?

•  do i need a backup booking with the hospital? Which one? What is involved in 
this? if it’s a private hospital, do i need private health insurance?

•  What equipment do you provide (eg birth pool)? What must i provide? 
• How and how regularly will you monitor the baby during labour?
• do you support me labouring in water? Birthing in water?
•  What do you do in the event of a long labor? A “stalled” labor? do you stay? go 
away and come back? in what circumstances?

• When will you come to me after i begin labor? Have you ever missed a birth?
• How often do you perform an episiotomy?
• What is your attitude towards premature rupture of membranes (prom)?
• How long do you wait to cut the cord after the baby is born?
• do you support lotus birth?
• What do you do if there is a post partum hemorrhage?
•  What procedures do you perform immediately on the newborn?  
What can wait? Will you wait if i request it? 

• How long will you stay after i give birth? 

…DuRING THE POSTNATAL PERIOD 
•  What is the schedule of post-natal visits? Where will they be? What do they 
include? How long will they take?

• Will you help me with breastfeeding? if so for how many weeks?
• How do i get my baby’s birth certificate? 
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HOMEBIRTH SUPPORT GROUPS 
Sydney & NSW
Eastern Suburbs Homebirth Support Group
3rd Wednesday of every month
Time: 10.00-12.00
location: Bondi Beach
Contact: nadine fragosa 0468 382 580 or nads@jonads.com
next meeting: 18th Sep, 16t oct, 20th nov
please feel welcome to join us if you’re pregnant, have children or are 
just curious about home birthing.

Inner West Homebirth Support Group 
first Wednesday of Every month
Time: 10am - 12pm 
location: changes every month, so please email your details to magda or 
call to find out where we are meeting. 
Contact: magda.jansen@gmail.com 0410 139 907
please feel welcome if you’re pregnant, have children or are just curious 
about home birthing. partners welcome too!

Northern Beaches Homebirth Group
nEW Weekly meeting
Time: TBC dates/location: TBC 
location - different each week 
Contact: kristie ussher on ussher.kristie@gmail.com to find out more.

Sutherland Shire Homebirth Group
Every Thursday
Time: 10.30am weekly 
location: 5 Balfour Ave Caringbah. 
Contact: Virginia 0415683074 or maddvirg@yahoo.com.au
if you’re pregnant or have babies or kids in tow, come on over, let the 
kids run amok and enjoy a cuppa and some fresh baked delights with 
some like-minded mamas. 

Pregnancy & Parenting Network meeting -  
Dundas Valley
4th Thursday of the month
Time: 10am-12pm 
location: Jane palmer’s home: 27 Hart St, dundas Valley. 
Contact: Jane palmer 1300 midWyf (1300 643 993) 
jane@pregnancy.com.au 
dates and Topics:
3rd october - Baby wearing
7th november - unexpected outcomes
5th december - parenting a new baby: Settling techniques, co-sleeping 
and elimination communication and Christmas party
info: http://www.pregnancy.com.au/resources/support-groups/index.shtml
please bring a plate of food to share. All welcome.

Pregnancy & Parenting Network meeting – Hawkesbury 
2nd Tuesday of the month
Time: 10am -12 noon
location: Emma fitzpatrick’s home: 5 rowland Ave kurmond
Contact: melanie: 0425 280 682 mkjackson@live.com.au
dates / Topics:
17th September -Baby moon - postnatal support and mental health
15th october - Baby wearing
19th november - unexpected outcomes
17th december - parenting a new baby: Settling techniques, co-sleeping 
and elimination communication and Christmas party
info: http://www.ellamaycentre.com/Events.html
please bring a plate of food to share (anything you can manage).  
As always, mums, dads, friends and kids are all welcome!  
See you there!

Illawarra Birth Choices Group
3rd monday of each month
Time: 10.30am to 12.30pm 
location: russell Vale Community Hall - corner of keerong Ave and 
Channon Street russell Vale.
next meetings:
September 16- models of Care, presented by Sarah, place: figtree 
dragon park, back up: Samantha rudd, mount keira 
october 21- Homebirth, host: Samantha Contri, dapto 
nov 18- Antenatal Testing, place: Austinmere park 
dec 16- Coping with labour and end of year picnic, place: figtree 
dragon park- Antenatal Testing, place: Austinmere park
Contact:info@birthchoices.info

Mothers & Midwives of the South (Southern Highlands)
Every month
for more details contact kylie Woods: 486801691 / 0416204424 or 
candlebark@hotmail.com. 
Everyone welcome! 

Blue Mountains Homebirth Support Group
Every 2nd Thursday
Time: 10am-12pm 
location: lawson family day Care room, unless otherwise specified!
Cost: A donation of $2-5 is appreciated to help with group running costs. 
Contacts: email krystal: bmhomebirth@gmail.com or visit our website 
http://www.bluemountainshomebirth.com.au/ 
To join our mailing list of upcoming meetings / topics please email 
krystal.
Bring a healthy snack to share if you get a chance, if not come anyway.
*no meetings in school holidays*

Central Coast Homebirth Group
1st Wednesday of each month
Time: 10.30-12.30 
location: Various venues in group members’ homes 
Contact: lisa richards bellabirthing@live.com.au
Come along if you are pregnant, trying to conceive, mums, dads, kids, 
doulas, midwives, and anyone interested in homebirth (including 
homebirth & hospital transfers).

Hunter Home and Natural Birth Support (HHNBS)
2nd Wed of every month, 10am-12noon
location: various indoor and outdoor locations in newcastle
Contact: Anne 0434 941 892 or email hhnbsgroup@gmail.com with 
enquiries or to join our mailing list 
you can also find us on facebook - Hunter Home and natural Birth 
Support group

Armidale and District Homebirth Support Network
1st Sunday of every month
Contact: rebecca pezzutti hbsarmidale@gmail.com

Interstate & National 
Homebirth Australia
Contact: Chris Wrightson 0414 812 144 homebirthaustralia@gmail.com
www.homebirthaustralia.org 

Homebirth Queensland Inc.
Contact: 07) 3839 5883 info@homebirth.org.au
www.homebirth.org.au

Alice Springs Homebirth Group
Contact: Anne yffer 0402 424 780 wildisha@gmail.com 

Darwin Homebirth Group
Contact: Justine Wickham 0438 888 755 dhbginfo@gmail.com
www.darwinhomebirthgroup.org.au

Homebirth Network of SA
po Box 275, Seaford, SA 5169
Contact: Claire at admin@homebirthsa.org.au 
www.homebirthsa.org.au

HOMEBIRTH ACCESS SyDNEy (INC)

1)  To create an awareness in the community of planned attended homebirth 

as an accessible and attainable alternative and to be actively involved in 

maintaining homebirth as a choice and improvement of conditions for 

homebirthers. in the interest of furthering the cause of homebirth, our 

public relations policy will be one of assertive, non-aggressive approach.

2)  To provide an information and referral service by way of newsletters, 

pamphlets, telephone contacts, a permanent mailbox, a reference library and 

regular public meetings.

3)  To provide support to HAS members by holding regular public meetings and 

maintaining and publicising a list of contact phone numbers and addresses.

4)  To represent HAS members on or to any regulatory or advisory body, local, 

State or federal, which is formulating policy or implementing decisions 

which affect homebirth.

5)  To work with other homebirth groups and other groups concerned with 

birthing to further the aims of HAS.

6)  To be involved in public gatherings that are relevant to and consistent with 

HAS’ aim regarding homebirth.

HAS POLICy STATEMENT 

This policy statement was written because of the need to 
promote unity and understanding among our homebirth 
members and the  
wider community.
1)  Homebirth Access Sydney is an organization which was established in 1973 

to provide information and support to those interested in homebirth our 

members include parents, birth attendants, educators and midwives.

2)  HAS recognises that Australian families have the right to have their baby in 

any setting – be it their home, a clinic, a birth centre or a hospital.

3)  The members of HAS believe that home is a safe place to give birth and 

that there will always be an element of risk in birth whatever the choice of 

birth place.

4)  families who choose homebirth are taking a shared responsibility in the 

births of their babies. They are opting for a birth outside of an institution 

and its model of mass health care which is restrictive and frequently denies 

individuals requirements.

5)  The midwives who attend homebirths are specialists, educated to provide 

total care throughout pregnancy, labour and the post-natal period. They 

consult with other health practitioners when appropriate.

6)  midwives are accountable to their clients and their peers (through quality 

assurance and standards review) as well as the dept. of Health, the nurses 

registration Board, the Australian College of midwives and the various 

courts.

7)  With the widespread misconceptions about the safety of homebirth, a 

homebirth midwife’s professional status is in jeopardy whenever anything 

goes wrong. However skilled she may be, deregistration and loss of career is 

a constant insecurity in the face of social hostility to her chosen profession.

8)  Birth is an intense, emotional, life changing experience. in the event of 

conflict or unresolved issues, HAS encourages mediation and conciliation 

between all parties whatever the birth place and whoever the birth 

attendants.

mAgAZinE AdVErTiSing rATES

Single (1 issue) Annual (4 issues)

Service pages

doula listing n/a $25

Services listing n/a $35

Advertisements

Business Card display $20 $70

quarter page display $30 $110

Half page display $40 $150

full page display $65 $250

YOU ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND

Homebirth Access Sydney (HAS) 
Committee Meetings

Meetings are generally held on the 2nd Tuesday 

of each month at Naomi’s house: 9 Essex Street 

Marrickville, but dates are subject to late changes 

according to availability of attendees.

Please contact Virginia on 0415683074 

or email info@homebirthsydney.org.au for 

submissions and agenda confirmation.

All welcome, including children!
for print and online advertising please email Scarlett 
advertising@homebirthsydney.org.au

HAS ABn 75 947 458 113

HAS miSSion STATEmEnT 
Homebirth Access Sydney is a viable and visible organisation  

working with integrity to support mothers and families’ rights  
to informed and empowered home birth. 
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Birthings is your magazine, so please contribute!

The Summer 2014 issue is on the theme Homebirth Siblings. This issue will be dedicated 

to the ways siblings are involved in, affected by, and prepared for a homebirth.

As always, we also welcome your birth announcements, stories, 

letters and creative expressions around home birth.

Submissions are due by 1 november 2014.

please check our submission guidelines on page 2 and don’t forget a bio!

Email the Editor at editor@homebirthsydney.org.au

REMiNDER: please ensure we have your current email address so you can receive membership 

expiry reminders, as well as our newsletter. If you have recently moved, please send us your new address:  

member@homebirthsydney.org.au

The topic for the next issue is:

Homebirth Siblings


